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Efficient decision making procedures suited to a continually 
changing environment ate a key prerequisite for a viable, progressive 
farm manager. Farm plans must be continually evaluated in response to 
changes in economic and technical conditions and governmental programs . 
Of these changes, thos.e that occur annually in government farm programs 
are perhaps the most consequential to farm managers. The time normally 
required to assimilate and integrate institutional changes, technological 
advances, and price variations is too long for maximum efficiency in 
planning for the forthcoming production period. Because of the time 
involved in a complete analysis, a simple yet effective technique is 
needed to evaluate program changes. 
The Extension Challenge 
Educators have an obligation to inform the public, farmers and non-
farmer alike, about the changes in government programs, and the poss i ble 
effects of the changes on farm organization. Informing the farmer, 
however, is not sufficient since difficulty may be encountered by the 
farmer in making decisions. Extension educators are in a unique posi-
tion to aid farmers because (1) trained personnel are available to 
interpret program alternatives, (2) the Extension-farmer relationship 
is well established, and (3) the evaluationsw.ill be unbiased. Extension, 
1 
however, does not have·sufficient resources to aid each farmer during 
periods of decision making. Generally assistance must be provided at 
the group level. 
Research has a two-fold basic role in determining farm adjustment 
alternatives. First, resource (land,. labor, capital and management) 
availability and potential enterprise·combinations must be considered 
to ensure that the e:xtension educators are aware of alternatives open 
2 
to farmers in the different areas of the state. Second, new techniques 
of analysis must be tried to improve the time-lag factor. Time-lag 
results from the time needed to (1) understand institutional changes and 
newly released research data, (2) analyze the farmers'· choices, and 
(3) disseminate results. of the analysis to farm managers. 
With a time deadline, the· most effec,t,~r,e_. ~du~a~i~na.1 program will 
range between the completion of an analysis of each farm and the dis-
tribution of a circular that generalizes the alternati~es open to farmers 
for the coming year. The latter offers little guidance in the analysis 
of alternatives and at best nw:se be applicable. over a rather large farming 
area. The idea of linear programming of production alternatives avail-
able to each farm operator is negated because·of the time and e:xpense 
involved. Also, only a few farms could be programmed before decisive 
action becomes necessary. The time available between the announced 
institutional programs and the·co:mmitting of resources to a particular 
program is often very short. In the case of the 1967 program for wheat, 
a complete interpretation was not available to farmers until after 
September 1, 1966. This left only two weeks for wheat to be planted in 
a part of the state. There is therefore, a necessity for an effective, 
limited-time method of analysis of government farm programs. 
3 
After analyzing program choices, information must be presented to 
farmers by extension field personnel. This information must be presented 
in a form that can be easily adapted to each individual farm 3 by the 
farmer himself. In the most imperfect form, it must be understandable 
with only a short letter of explanation or a verbal interpretation at 
group meetings. The ease of adapting the choice alternatives to each 
farm will be one of the key determinants of the effectiveness of this 
extension program. 
Objectives 
The overall objective of this study is to develop an efficient 
method for analyzing.current government farm programs. The specific 
objectives are: 
1. To develop a general linear programming tableau, 
capable of determining profit maximizing enterprise 
organizations for a given set of resources when all 
government programs are considered. 
2. To develop an efficient technique for adapting 
institutional changes into a linear programming 
analysis of benchmark farms. 
3. To develop benchmark · farms for two areas in 
Oklahoma as a guide for farmer decision making. 
Area of Study 
The western one third of Oklahoma (See Figure 1) has large acreages 
of crops restricted by government programs. Wheat is grown on 40 to 45% 
. of the cropland while grain sorghum is produced on 10 to 15%. In the 
CNIWtllOII TUAI UliflOI 
Northwest Area t?ZJ 
Southwest Area~ 
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Figure 1. · Map of Oklahoma Showing the Area of Study. 
.p. 
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Southwest area approximately 15% of the land is used for cotton produc-
tion.1 The area is characteristically described as level to rolling 
prairies and is well suited to large machine operations. 
Data used to describe the benchmark farm of the li)'orthwest Oklahoma 
area have been taken from the counties of Ellis, Harper, Woodward, Woods, 
Major and Dewey. The Southwest area data were taken from the counties 
of Washita, Greer, Kiowa, Beckham, Caddo, and Commanche. The typical 
farm of the Northwest area has approximately, 960 acres of crop land , 
while the typical Southwest farm has approximately 750 acres of crop-
land. 
1 U.S. Department of Commerce, u.s. 
I . -Vol. 1, Part 36, Oklahoma.,( Washi.ngtoi::t, 
Census of l\griculture, 1959. 
D. c., Bureau of Census, 1959), 
pp. 226-249. 
CHAPTER II· 
THE ANALYTICAL F:RAMEWORK 
One benchmark·farm situation is developed for each of two areas of 
Western Oklahoma" Linear programming models ar~ developed to.obtain the 
maximum profit solutions" The. government programs for wheat,.grain 
sorghum and cotton are·explained·and in:t;:erpreted as resource restric-
tions.and activities for.the farm. 
The Benchmark Farm Concept 
A benchmark farm can. be. defined as a: representative · farm .. typical of 
farms .in t;:he study area. A benchmark farm is not necessarily-similar .to 
any particular farm ip. the.area •.. Rather it approximates farm situations 
cop:unon to the area. 
For the benchmark farm to be. representative of an area,, the re-
sourc~ composition .must.be selected carefully. A complete. inventory of 
acreage and i:t;:s productivity, labor,. capital,· and. management. is .. impor-
tant •. The.institutional restrictions also must be considered •. The 
allotted acres .for wheat,. .. feed grain; and cotton. are the institutional 
restrictions considered.in this study. 
Just as important as·. physical and .inst;itutiona,l factors. are the 
farm. firm '.s · obj..ectives and· planning scope for the future. . Representative 
farms .are analyzed iri a static framework· of·. decision .making., .. and• the 
assumption employed is that managers.use.resources in such a manner that· 
6 
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profits are .maximized. · 'Profit maximizat;ion ,.can be'. regarded. as--a.-common · 
objective of most family,,-type farms because many familywants:can be· 
satisfied best if high ,profits are made. · For .example, if the_ plans of. 
the f-Bimily includesuch.things.as,educationof the.children.and.a comfor..,. 
table standard of.living,. then.it can.be.assumed that maximizing profits 
will work toward these.objectives. 
A careful .appraisaL.of aQ.y real. farm situation must be. made for 
objective comparison wi.th the ,benchmark farms presented in the. analysis. 
Allowances must ;be made for differences. that actually exist~ .. A. descrip-
tion ,of the two benchmark farm situations us.ed in this study is. pre- . 
sented in the following .. section •. 
The .. Linear .Programming .Model 
A general. purpose linear programming· tableau· is used to-determine 
the pro.fit ma,ximizing. ente.rpr:lse. organizat:Lons for a. given, .. complement of 
resour_c~s., . Choice alternatives are as .. :broad~ as- the : farm· resources. allow, 
ranging. at one extreme from nonparticipation to .the other_ extreme of 
participation· in all.· government. feed;:grain, wheat, .and .cotton programs 
including. cr.oss , compliance requirements • 
. . . . Government·. Programs 
An- explanation. of-, the 1~67 -wheat .and feed grain programs. and. the · 
1966.cotton,program will.be.helpful .in relating the farm situations set 
forth in this .. thesis to the., .tableaus .. shown .in. Appendix A, Tables I-IV. 
1967 Wheat:and Feed Grain Programs 
The 196.7.wheat .program.requires: no.,diversion of cropland ·for 
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participation .•.. Elimination of the diversion .requirement is. a .. c.hange from 
past wheat programs •.. Several al:t;ernative uses are possible-for the· 
acres generally described, as the.wheat allotment acres. One alterna-
tive is to plantless than the farm.wheat allotment, A secondalterna-
tive is to overplant wheat and sell wheat in the cash· market~- A third 
alternative is .the substitution of feed. grain for wheat. . The .. fourth . 
and.final alternative also.provides for substitution of wheat.for bar--
ley, oats, and rye. Only the.substitutionof grain.sorghu-p1.for.wheat 
and vice versa are considered in .. this study because these two,.crops have 
been the major alternatives used by farmers in Western Oklahoma •. 
In the. 1967 wheat program,. farmers.are eligible for domesticcmar-
keting certificates on thirty-five percent of the projected.production 
of the farm a],lotment. The total.wheat.allotment for the Northwest 
benchmark farm is 376 acres with an average .projected yield .. oL18 
bushels .per .acre .•. Hence, the maximum. c.ertificates available to the 
farm are 2367;48 = .35.x·376x 18 .... These certificates.were .... :valueq. at. 
$L 34. in 1966, so this is used. as .the best estimate for 1967. The ·· 
average price support loan for the .two study areas is $1. 25. per. bushel; 
Eligibility. for maximum. domes.tic marketing .certificates is retained if 
thirty'.""five.percent of.the allotment is.planted and. other program 
requiremertts .. are met. 
To . qualify for feed grain price support .. payments, it. is necessary 
to divert .. · twenty percent. of . tbe feed. grain base to conserving. uses. 
There is no payment for diverted fee~d grain acres, a change from past 
feed grain programs~- Also, if grain sorghu~:.:_i~'c-$:l.lbstituted for wheat 9 
compliance with the wheat program must be maintained. In addition, the 
conserving base acreage must be maintained. 
9 
Wi tq the . above program:. in.· mind;,.· it, is. possible· ·. to consiqe.r._ s.everal 
broad alternatives. One. alternat:J-ve is· to plant· less than.·.(but at 
least fifty percent of) the feei:f grain base,. and: maintain cross .com-,. 




A second.major alternative is to substitute.feed 
·. grain·,for wheat ·or .wheat for feed .grain. If either-is done, 35.percent 
of,the·wheat,allotment or 50 percent.of ·the feed grain·allotment must 
be planted .,to .collect the maximum .wheat·.certificates .and price support 
· payments. Planting .les-s than . those·. percentages reduces payments 
accordingly. A.thir(l alternative·:is nonparticipation in,th,e feed. grain. 
program .·and ·planting.,in:Jixcess .of .. the feed .. grain, bas.e.~. The. last· choice , 
makes support .. payments .unavailable :for feed .grain. 
The 1967 feed grain;payment .is .. xestricted on a .given farm...., The 
· maximum restriction is fifty. percent of the feed. grain base .. times the 
. . 
b,istoric yi.el.d of .the fa.rm •.. qn ·the Nbrthwest -benchmark· farm, ... th,e .feed 
grain.base.is.three hundred.acres •. The projected,yield is .. 11.60 cwt. 
per acre~ The amount of 1741..5 .. cwt •. C.50 x.300 x 11.61) is the,maximum 
proq.uction: eligible.to receive·a support payment of fifty-three cents 
per cwt. 
The support .payment is. in .additio.n.to the national average·loan 
rate· of $1. 52. The,. $1. 52 ,nationi!,baverage loa~ rate tends to. set a 
miniinum price . or floor·. on grain : sorghUII! . prices • . 
Tpese choices.and regulations· must.be,considered.in.determining 
. a maximum income:.combinat:ion: .. of'en:terprises, as they affect ... not .. only 
the.grain, .. sorghum:.inc~me -but other enterpri-se· incqme as well. 
10 
1966.Cotton,Progra.m 
.The 1966 .cot,ton;.progi:;am.i~--the ·mos,t .. -recent: ,-program.. available·.for 
the analysis. Present . inqui:ry: indic~tes> that ; few changee .will.appea-r 
in the 1.967 p.rogram,e: The cot.ton· alt:ernati~s are not considered_;i.n 
the Northwest·. Oklahoma. area l;>ecause, cotton· is of minor·. importance there. 
The- program -prov;i.des a cho.ice :of: .thJTee· .levels· of diverting .cotton 
acreages · for payment. The thr.ee: levels are· 12. 5, . 25, or 35 percent of .. 
the 1~66 allotment. Each farm with a.cotton.allotment.is assigned a 
projected .. yield .based on .. the.,farm~s crQp .. his~ocy. Diverted-acreage pay-
m~nts are.- calculated on the farm's , projected yield per acre .. times. 10. 5 
cents· for each acre dive:c:ted.in: Ofle .. of .the ·thl;;ee alternatives of 12.5,. 
25, or 35 percent.of the. alle>tment • 
. . A producer with a cotton ,allotment who.,:plants no cotton.,may qualify 
fol:' diversion.payments on .. 12.S .peraen.t .. of .his· farm·allotment.,..-previding 
he maintains. the lZ:.5 percent :in .conserving use in addit:(,.on. to .. the .farm 
· conserving .base. It .is .n()t .. necessary:.to .pa:rt-icipate .. in other .commo ... 
dity:.programs. as. a."aondition of .eligibility for the 1966 cotton pro.;. 
..... Price .. suppo'tt . paym~nts :a:.re:. de.rived:. .:bf,;,multiplying · tb.e. domestic.· 
.. : allotment .(65.:percent of .the.. allotment:.base)~-times- the· projected-.yield 
. in. hµndredwed.ght: .times: · $,9 • 42... . . l'he. p;roj ected ,.yield< ,on .. the .. 149,. acre 
, allotment is. 1:.9. cwt. per acre. .. In the ta~leau for the_ Southwest · 
Oklahoma area, this· appearer as a :restriction. of lS,4 cwt .• (.65 x 149 x 
1.9) .of cotton.· Cotton ,is supported at $·21,;00 cwt. nationally for 
middling .pne..:,inah,avei::age location.. . The, -~bQv.e conditions , set forth .. 
the bounds.within which'.a· far111..organi~ation.can.operate. 
· ·. Resource Restrictions· :of '.the . Northw'iiis,t .and 
.. Southwest . Benchmark:• Farms · 
Ente1;prises for the .two -area .. beuchma11k. fanns are those .used 
extensively in tqe -area·. Wheat,. c~tton,., .. gra:i..n sorghum,. sudan, .. small 
grain.pas4ure,.· four stocker.steer.systepis· .and one cow-calf system 
11 
comprise the.ma:jo1:: enterprises.·. For.the.sake.of·simplicity, the:least 
preyalent: crop.and livestock.activities ,such:as oats·and chickens are· 
omitted •... By :omitting less .si-gn:i,fic~nt· .c11ops . and", liyestock, a clear 
.. comparison of -Jhe .institutionally-.controll:ed .wheat,· grain. sorghum, .and 
cotton iCrops·.catL be macle · for the .given fa:r:tll -conditions. The .activities 
. for -the>Not;thwes t: .and:. Southwest': .areas -are .• included: iri. Appendix . B, 
Tables.I, . II, and III. The a:ctivit;ies are based··on preyious .studies.1 
The available resources for.the benchmark-farms constructed to.re-
p~esent the typical. fa:-r,m, of·. the .. two ,Oklahom.a· .. l:!,reas as desc~ibed .· in · 
Table I. 
Land and Allotments 
· · .. Loam· soil: ,is used·.because,.it, accounts .. :.for about seventy. percent of 
the s.oiL in Nbrthwest:. Oklahoma:. and about· fo"Ir:ty-f:i;ve· pe-rcent in South-. 
west Oklahoma. The cropland.is .divided inter-the :four. land classes, 
1Robert w •. Greve,, .JaJ;nes: S:. · :Blaxi.a..o., ,.an4: William· F.:~Lagi:c;i.ne.,.,._ .. ~-
.. . . Resource .. Reffuixements , ... Costs·, and· .. Expeclt_ed, ?Retu:rnis ;. .Alte~nativ.e--Crop . 
· .:and .Li:vest.o.ak. Enterprises.;., Rolling Plains:, No:J1thwes,te1:n .. Oklahoma, 
-.. ;·Oklahoma. Agricu:1,tural Experiment Station:,- Proces~ed:.Ser:j.es.-:e,.,.390. 
( S tillwa t·er, 1961};. Lar~y:. J • : -ConIW r:, . Wd.:1li;am F· •. Lagrc;,ne and ,James .. S • 
Pla:1tiao, · .. Resoui.:ce. Requirements;.· Costs,·.· and< E35Pected ,Returns; ,Alterna-. 
· tive Crop !!!!!·livestoak: .. Enterp1:ises;: Loam<Soils" o.f .the ·Ro11ing .. Plains , 
£t Sou:thweste1m-, 01dahoma,, Oklahoma .Agricultu'l:'al .,Experime1;1.t Station, Pro-
cessed Series P-,.368. (Sti:llw.ater, 19-61):; Larry J. Co:nnot; Roy .E. -Hatch, 
·and. Odel_l L. Walker,, .. Alternative. Crop :En.tel:'p.rises -~ loam and Sandy . 
. Soils .2f Northwest·;Oklahoma•; Ok.lahoma--Ag11:ic'ij].tural Experiment Station,. 
Pro·cessedSeries- P-'-552_ (Stillwater, 1966). 
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TABLE I 
RESOURCE SITUATION ON BENCHMARK FARMS FOR 














































































Those necessary for 
efficient management 
assumed available. 
Assumed available as 
needed and suitable for 
any enterprise choices. 
Lb - Tipton or Spur soil in Southwest; Carey silt loam soil in 
Northwest. 
Le - Qui~lan or Tipton soil in Southwest; Enterprise sandy loam 
and Quinlan - Woodward loam soils in Northwest. 
Ld - Quinlan or Tipton soil in Southwest; Enterprise sandy loam 
soil in Northwest. · 
La, Lb' Le;, and· Ld o The differences in yield of a particular.,crop 
reflect the productivity differences of th.e land classes. 
The large balanced farming operation of the Northwest area has 
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been defined as 960 acres of cropland, ,864 acres of range, and 96 acres 
2 
of waste. The range is reduced to 200 acres for this study-to-avoid 
large livestock numbers. The assumption· is made that additional live-
stock would not have a significant effect on the optimum combination 
of crops under government programs. 
The wheat and feed grainallotments for the Northwest.benchmark 
farm have·been. determined. with the use of Agricultural Stabilizati.on and 
. 3 
Conservation Service records and agric1J.ltur:al census data, . 
Government restrictions would limit wheat production to--3.76 acres, 
To maintain eligibility for government program participation., .a .conser-
vation base acreage of 110.acres mustbe maintainedo This is sometimes 
referred.to as the historic conservation base, 
The benchmark farm considered typical. of Southwest Oklahoma .. farms 
is defined as '750 acres of cropland, -175 acres of native pasture, and 
4 35 acres of wasteo The allotment acres for wheat and cotton before 
adjustment for the 1967 program changes are the same as reported in 
2wallace G. Aanderud, James s. Plaxico, and .William .. F--,Lagx:one,. 
Income Variabilit:y_ E.f.Alternative Plans, Selected-~and-Ranch 
· Situation, Rolling Plains of Notthwest Oklahoma, .Oklahoma .Agricultural 
Experiment Stat.ion, Bulletin B-646 (Stillwater, 1966), 2L. 
3oklahoma State Agricultural Stabilization and .Conserv:.a.tion .Ser-, 
vice records of crop acres and farm·numbers.for Oklahoma counties, 
1966. 
4 . . .. . . . 
Fred Sobering,. '!Adjustment Implications of .Government .Cotton .. 
Programs for Southwestern Oklahoma," .(Unpublished Ph.Do thesis, Okla-
homa State University~ 1966), 19, 
14 
previous research by Soberingo 5 The feed grain base is synthesized 
from county acreage data reported in the 1959 United States Agricultural 
6 Gensuso A;t:ter the. 20 perctm.t .. diversion.,.is .. ccinsidered, a totaLof 157 
acres of feed grain are available for production. Government .restric-
tions would limit wheat.production to 299 acres, cotton production to 
149 a(,!res, .. and woulc;l requfre 80 acres. for the historic conservation baseo 
' ' ' . . . . ,, 
Capital. Availability 
It is assumed. that the fa:rm manager may borrow all the capital 
that is necessary at .an annual cost of six percent as long .as· the re-
turn is equal.to or. greater than the interest charge. This method in-
sures that .. the optimum combination .of controlled crops is not modified 
because of. a. capital shortage, 
The capital charge -for each· enterprise is the annuaL capital.times 
the six percent interest rateo. Annual capital is the total capital .. 
required for an enterprise,. adjusted to an annual basis and.:includes. 
machinery capital, Interest is.charged only for the length oftime 
the money.is us.ed for a given. enterpriseo. Operating capital.is the 
total investment level required for the. en.terprise·, exclusive of 
machinery capital for crop enterpriseso 
Examples of annual and operating-capital follow.· If a steer.were 
purchasediOctober Land sold six months later, the capital was used in. 
the enterpri.se for only one·half year o . If the steer cost $150, the 
5Ibido, 230 
6 Uo .S, Department of Commerce, U. -Sa Census of Agriculture, 19590 
VoL I, Part 36, . Oklahoma . (Washington, D. C. : Bureau of Census, 
1959),. 226-2490 
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annual capital would be $75 .. Assuming no additional costs were involved, 
the operating capital would be-$150. 
Labor 
One man year of operator labor is .considered available.for enter-
prise.work, The labor available is divided into four work periods 
(Table II): (1) January--April, (2) May--July, (3) August,-September, .and 
(4) October-December. These are major labor..,.use time divisions for the 
livestock and crop enterprises of Oklahoma, 
Additional labor can.be hired to supplement the operator.labor 
throughout the year. If hired labor is required, a, charge. of$1 •. 00 
per hour is used for January-April and October...,.December months, while 
$1. 25 per hour . is. u~ed . in. the . spring and sunnne r months when labor demand 
is greatest in Oklahoma. 
TABLE II 












An above-average level of technolpgy is assumed for the study. 
Better than average management is also assumed as complementary to the 
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improved techniques being· employed. . The . building:' facili.ties .. and lll8Chi-
nery complement reflects r-ecent adoption· of new techniques -.-deemed 
economical by· exper;i.ment station :_researchers:. The budget data used for 
crops is.based upon.the.use of four-plow.power and.the accompanying 
machinery complement. 
Diverted Acres 
The . acres . of . conservation . fallow requi1:.ed . to participate .. in each 
government .program are shown in Table .III.. Since it is not .. necessary 
to operate :within. _the . government . pl:'ogramsi, nonparticipation in. govern-
ment programs also is considered in finding·,the mo.st profitable .or--
ganization. The acres of fallow land.required to.participate in.the 
different; gove-;rnment programs are present·ed·. to gain a better view of 
the .. benchmark· farm· cq.oices. 
.TABLE III 
REQUIRED CONSERVING AND .DIVERTED· -ACREAGE FOR ELIGIBILITY 
. TO J;>ARTICIPATE IN THE .GQVE~NT PROGRAMS 
FOR BENCHMARK FARMS · 
' .. ~ .... ' , ,, ' ..... , ' .. ; .. ~ ·. . ·' , ..... 
Item Unit Noithwest- Southwest 
Feed Grain Diversion Acre 60 32 
Historic.Conservation Base AcJ;"e 110 80 
12~%.Cotton.D;i..:version Acl"e 0 19 
25% Cotton_Divel"sion Acre 0 38 
35% Cotton-D:i,.:version Acre 0 52 
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If -the alternative selected. is nonpaliticipation in. government pro-
grams, the.acreage needed to meet.conservation requirements.can be used 
for crops.or pasture. The-choice to participate in government programs 
requires .maintaining. the;.conservation base acreage, and in the. case of 
feed grain,and/or,cotton, .an· additional.amount of diverted land. The 
conservation base and.diverted.acres can be used for winter.pasture 
produ·ction •.. Such .a choice .necessitates a complementary livestock en-
terprise •. If·no.pastut::e· is.produ-ced on.the conservation base and di-
verted. acres., .. a. fallow cost . of . two . dollars is charged. 
Flexibility.of.the.Tableau 
The .general .linear. programming'. tableau .has'.:.several versatile fea-
tures that will:.be of value as .conditions change. A changing situation 
· is . likely., . due. to . institut.ional: ~:va:riati,ons: .which· xesult· from . .the annual. 
-modifications. .. which have regularly . occurred· in :the agricultural. .. pro·grams. 
Flexibility is also needed to incorporate price ·changes· 'tha·t occur and 
to reflect technological changes leading to increased yields and lower 
production .costs. 
If. the .. required. wheat. or .feed ... grain:.diversion:.acres change, as 
· they have :between 1966 .and .19.67, .these can· .be· substituted· in. the tableau 
. in .the .diversio.n .. row •.. In ,the .event .the. farm:.:conservation bas.e acres 
change,. a minor . change in. the conse'l!vation base row is . required. If 
the base· price .of the crop .. changes, a changer in the "sell column· price" 
is: made •... If, wheat "certificates .. are worth more . or less·. in another year, . 
this change. also can: be incorporated with little difficulty.by .. changing 
the whea.t:certificate·column price. The same·is true for cotton or 
feed grain: .program: variations. Although, .the tableau is ,for two specific 
areas·of Oklahoma, any area can.be adapted.by using different.-.budget 
costs and:resource situations.that.reflect other farming.conditions. 
Projected and: Expected Yields . 
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Projected yields.are based.on historic records of thefa:rm and are 
used.as.the.basis for.the Agricultural and Stabilization _and Conservation 
Servic;e 's>historic fari;n:. yield for· individua,1. crops. · Expected yields 
are the yields .. the. farmer expects to· .occur· in·.a· giv-en production period. 
The .expected yields·.are· influenced.by·.local fann·aonditions. reflecting 
yearly .. weather .variations and .the soil .production potential. .. 
· · If .the fa:rm: manager's· expected :yields are".higher than the Agri.,. 
· . cultural .. Stabilization,and. Conservation Service's projected. farm. yields, 
then ,the:-production.:row: of .a·,commodity .cazr-be·,increased in. the,.tableau. 
to .reflect this .. expectation •. The .certificate: row, however, wouLd be 
.. based .on. the , proj.ected. yields~ . Thi:s· .pro·aedure·. reflects actual farmer 
actions ,and.allows .for:.a .continuance.of .the insuranqe· portion of the· 
governmen.t .. program. " If the ,expected:.yields -alie high· enough.,, as they 
might .. be for· some .. outstanding farm.mana.gers:.o.n· very· productive....farms, · 
the. farmer. need .... ru:rt .. participate: .in . tb,e ,government·. programs. 
· · Price .and: .. Flexibility . 
. Two .. price .. :levels .are-used ,for ... wheat .. and::eet·ton·;· while· all. other· 
· enterprise prices have only .. one price:.leve:l. · The two· price levels will 
.. give some.flexibility, in.,adapting .. the .. resulting· solutions to a parti-
cular. farm situation. for: .. comparative:.pul:'pose·s·. The· prices. used are i~ 
· a . range.,d.eamed. most. ,likely,. to. occt,1r: in :the .·immediate·. future. The sta-
, bility· .. range.,of. each: price in a"solution:.should· .. be· of value in selecting 




The relq:tionship . between. the· costs .. of .production of different 
enterprises is the key factor in making choice alternatives.. Each 
alternative must be evaluated . for. different farm operation~.. Costs or 
income for eachenterprise _used in this.studyare·shown.in Appendix B, 
Tables IV and V. 
To adapt . the . results of this study to a real farm opera.tion, each 
enterprise cost shown must ·be compared with .the co.st of p.roduction for 
the real .farm.•· If the costs .of .producl;ion .for· crops, the net. income 
for livestock .enterprises and .th_e .set of resources. used for. tl)..e.-bench-
mark farms .are ,similar .foJ:"·.a real farm, ,the results of this. s.tudy. can. 
be,adapted.to.the real farm.situation. For examp:le, the cost of pro-
ducing .one .acre .of wheat,.on .Cl~ss .Lb land, ,is·. $12 •. 65 for the. Nor.thwest 
. benchmark .farm •. If the co.st. to .p-roduce .one acre·.of wheat. on .. _Class Lb. 
land of . a real farm:. is .. close, to $12 • .65 . per. act'e and· the resoui;ces and 
livestock.income .are .simil,at', .the- results .of this·.study·.can, be .easily 
adapted •... If ,the.costs. vary:significantl;y: from. $12~65, partial .. budgeting 
·· might.become .. ne.cessary .. to·,analyze areal fa:rm:.situation. 
The_ co,st:.stability range also .can: .. be:.considered· and will aid .in 
finding .the: .. differen~es. between .. the .. benchma1::k. fann·and a real fa1m1 .• 
It is. possible. that. higher .costs will:,be ,accompanied by incz:eased 
. yields .•.. -To,.aid; .. in .the:.analysis. of: .. costs.fo:r-.a real farm, sample .budgets 
for crop ,and .... li:v:estock enterprises· ,are. included· .in Appendix c. The 
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sample budgets outline all the costs :to·.be considered for: comparisons 
with this study .(Appendix; C,. Tables I ,and I I). 
Programming Procedure 
Four activities are included to reflect.the alternative choices a 
farmer.must.make: (1) the combination· of-wheat and.feed-grain. acres 
that :will ,comply with institutional' restrictions:commonly called "the 
- government farm: .programs"; (2) -.participation . in the wheat - program but 
nonparticipation .in the feed ,,grain,.p:i;ogram; {3} parti·cipation in. the 
feed grain··program but .not·-in.the. wheat program; and (4) nonparticipa'""'. 
- tion .in .government:.programs •.. These four: .alternatives· appear as acti-
~ 
-vi ties: in the- .. tableaus:: :(Appendix· .A, -- Tables I and III)~ Only one -of 
. --- . these .activities.,can.be in ,a plan. 
Northwest.Benchmark Farm 
. The. -maximum ,.prof:i.t .. :combination :of: ,ente:r;prises: :is· .det:epnined'. .by 
linear . pro gramm;f.ng each . of·. the fotir: .. pro gram· -parti·ci pat ion· _al.te::t:na.tives 
desc:r;ibed .•. As._.a .. par:ticu:l;ar. case.is:.,programmed:1 : .. the·:other: choices .are 
- masked:.,or .. -removed from: .. conside1:ation:.· -<The:~re.sult±ng· .,combination. of -
- · activities, .is .. the:.,maximum. .pro.fit: ,organizat:ion:.,for:, the - case:· under .con,-
· : sideration ..... All.: four,, -c.as:e .. solutions .a:c·e: .. determined, -· and· the re.salting 
. organizatio.ns.,.and .. profits: .are,, compaJ;.ed:.; . Two:.diffe1:ent:. or·ganizations 
· of· each case ar.e:-pres.ented: in.· .. following· chapters· because· the combina-
- tions: .. of. en:te1rprises: are .infl11cenced: by ,the: pirice· changes. _ The. first -
· .organization: _is: .for: a: wheat· -price: .of: $1-.25 ·and_-·grain: sorghiµn;.p:rice of 
$1. 75:.-. . The: .secon.cLorganization· -_is .fo~: a: .wheat.· price· of $1. 50 and grain 
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sorghum price o.f $L 75.. The maximum. profit. combinations· of en.terprises 
are described. to. compare .the changes in income and farm organization. 
Southwest Benchmark Farm 
The-choices relevant .to .the Northwest: area are also· relevant in 
the Southwest area. As a particular case .is programmed, the other 
choices are masked from consideration. The addition of the cotton pro-. 
gram and corresponding activit:ies is the primary difference. The deci-
sion to participate in the cotton program· is· independentofthedeci-
sion· to participate in other government programs.· Because of this 
independent.decision, cotton allotment transfer activities are used to 
· allow the four .. cotton participation program· choices· to be considered 
· within each of the four basic .cases· under consideration. The four 
cotton choices are: (1):raise nocotton,·but·divert 12.5 percent of the 
cotton allotment for diversion. payments, {2) raise· cotton, and divert 
12 .. 5;-perc..ent .of the cott.on allotment, (3) raise cotton, . and di:vert 25 
. percent of the cotton allotment, and .(4)raise cotton, and divert 35 
· pe:rc.e.nt of . the allotment. 
· Organizations and profit levels are presented for different prices, 
Two levels of prices are used forwheaLand:cottonwhile the grain 
sorghum price. is held at one level. The resulting changes in profits 
· and organizations due to· the price changes· indicate·the effects of 
: different .. price .. situations: on the choice of:.government· programs in 
Southwest_: Oklahoma. 
CHAPTER III 
MAXIMUM PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS FOR NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA 
Profit maximizing farm org~nizations for the four governmental 
program choices on the benchmark farm in Northwest Oklahoma are compared 
in this chapter. A maximum profit organization is given for two wheat 
prices, while other prices (grain sorghum and livestock) are held at 
one level. The range over which prices can vary without changing the 
optimum combination is also given. 
Alternatives Compared 
Income does not change a great deal from the least profitable to 
the most profitable organization for the two wheat price levels (Tables 
IV and V). Return over variable costs is used to indicate the maximum 
profit organization. Cost items such as interest on investment in land, 
building maintenance, truck expenses and real estate taxes are not in-
cluded. It is assumed that these costs for an individual farm are 
fixed regardless of the output level and can be allocated only arbitra-
rily among enterprises. 
Maximum Profit Organization With $1.25 Wheat 
Using a wheat price of $1.25 per bushel and a grain sorghum price 
of $1.75 per cwt., a maximum income of $13,381.00 is obtained by parti-
cipating in the wheat and feed grain programs. To aid the understanding 
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TABLE IV 
MAXIMUM PROFIT ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATIONS OF THE FOUR PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES FOR THE 
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Buy October 15, 
Sell May 15 
Buy October 15 
Sell October 15 
(native grass) 
Buy October 15 
Sell October 15 
(Sorghum Stubble 
and native) 
Buy October 15 
Sell March 1 
Participation 
in Wheat and 














































MAXIMUM PROFIT ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATION OF THE FOUR PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES FOR THE 

















Buy October 15, 
Sell May 15 
Buy October 15 
Sell October 15 
(native grass) 
Participation 
in Wheat and 




















in Wheat in Feed Grain 




























TABLE V {CONTINUED) 
Par.ticipation 
in Wheat and 
Participation Participation 
in Wheat in Feed Grain 
Item Unit Feed Grain Onl .Only 
Buy October 15 
Sell October 15 
(Sorghum Stubble and 
Native) Head 
Buy October 15 
Sell March 1 
(Small Grain Pasture) 
eaw-;as.1£ 
















1568 1801 1946 
30,002.00 25,242.00 37,815.00 
24,636.00 24,968.00 30, 719.00 
16,391.00 14, 91'8.00 16,551.00 
Nonparticipation 









of the maximu~ incone organization a budgeting type analysis is shown 
in Table VI in which the activities, their incomes and costs are shown. 
i 
Table VII shows the cro~land use by land class, the substitution of 
wheat for feed grain, the source of pasture, the source of fallow land, 
the livestock enterprises utilized and the capital required. A signi-
ficant fact in the organization is the substitution of wheat for grain 
sorghum. A total of 616 acres of wheat is produced which is the wheat 
allotment acres plus the feed grain acres. 
All the livestock activities are land based, The pasture provided 
by the small grain does· not meet all the pasture requirements; native 
grass is needed in thelivestock activities considered. Native pasture 
is the restric~ion that limits livestock numbers and results in some 
land being left idle (fallow). Sudan fulfills the native grass require-
ment, but it is not produced in any.. of the four solutions. It can be 
concluded that is is not profitable to grow sudan as a substitute for 
native pasturewith the costs, yield and livestock returns used in this 
study. 
Maximum Profit Organization With $1.50 Wheat 
The four combinations of activities are now considered with a highex 
wheat price, $1.50 per bushel, while the grain sorghum price remains 
at $1. 75 (Table V). The spread from the most profitable to least pro-
fitable organization is $1583 at the higher wheat price. Table VIII 
gives the cropland organization, livestockenterprises,.and capital 
requirements of the most profitable organization with wheat priced at 
$1.50 per bushel. The maximum income is $16,551.00 with the wheat price 
increased to $1.50 per bushel. Two of the alternatives yield the 
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TABLE VI 
COST AND INCOME OF ACTIVITIES IN NORTHWEST OPTIMUM 
SOLUTION, PARTICIPATION IN WHEAT AND FEED GRAIN, 





















(October se 11) 
Total 
Interest on An,nual Capital 
Total 
Grand Total 
Return over Variable Costs 
Income Determination 
(77 ac.) (21 B1;1.) 
($1. 25) 
(299 ac.)(18 Bu.) 
. ($1.25) 















(31.2 ac.) ($9.11) 
(110 ac.) ($9.11) 
$1,286.33 
(60 ac.) ($2.00) 
(142.8 ac.)($2.00) 
$405.60 





THE MAXIMUM PROFIT ORGANIZATION FOR NORTHWEST BENCHMARK, 
FAR.~ PARTICIPATION IN WHEAT AND FEED GRAIN, 





Substitute Wheat for Feed Grain 
Wheat Pasture 
Historic Conservation Reserve 
(Wheat Pasture) 













. 142. 8 
960 
Description Number of Head 
Stocker Steer, Buy October 15, Sell May 15 181.5 









THE MAXIMUM PROFIT ORGANIZATION FOR NORTHWEST BENCHMARK FARM, 
NONPARTICIPATION IN WHEAT AND FEED GRAIN (OR 
PARTICIPATION IN FEED GRAIN), WHEAT 
PRICE $1.50, GRAIN SORGHUM $1.75 
Cropland Activities 








Stocker Steers, Buy October 15, Sell May 15 
Stocker Steers, Native Grass, Buy October 15, 


















same income. One alternative i,s\nonparticipation in the wheat and feed 
grain progra~. The second solution with the s~ income is participa~ 
tion in only the.feed grain prog:i:-am. Nonparticipation in the wheat 
program plus sub$tituting wheat for grain ,sorghum on the feed grain 
acres gave the ldentical income result and still complied with the feed 
grain fallow and the historic conservation base requirements. Under 
nonparticipation, the most profitable organization is a wheat-stocker 
·steer operation. The wheat-stocker steer plan places 775 acres in 
wheat, and the remaining land in winter pasture for the steer program. 
When wheat is priced at $1.50 per bushel, all Lb and L and some Ld 
.c 
land is used to produce wheat. The low yield on.Ld land of 14 bushels 
of wheat per acre, combined with the $31.40 profit per steer excluded 
wheat grain .production in favor of winter pasture. The increased 
pasture allowed the addition of mo.re stocker steers in the organization. 
Crop Enterprises 
The crop organization of the optimum organization with wheat priced 
at $1.25 includes only wheat. Wheat is substituted in the feed grain 
program and no grain sorghum is grown. With a wheat price of $1.50 per 
bushel, again an all wheat enterprise is optimal. Small grain for winter 
pasture is grown in both cases to be used in the livestock enterprise. 
Livestock Enterprises 
The livestock enterprises for the two optimal organizations involve 
stocker steers. Both organizations use May-sell and October-sell 
(native grass) steers. The number of head is less when government pro-
grams are followed. 
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Labor 
The labor required for the maximum income organization with the 
$1. 25 wheat price is 1568 hours, less than a full man year. No hired 
labor is used in this organization. With a wheat price of $1.50, addi-
tional labor must be hired. However, the total labor·required is less 
than a full m~n year. 
Capital 
The capital required for the·different alternatives can be·compared 
in Tables IV and V. The greatest amount of capital is required for the 
nonparticipation.alternative. The·annual capital requirements are less 
but nearly the same for the two alternatives of participation in both 
programs and participation in wheat only at both wheat price levels. 
Stability of Solutions 
The cost and price·stability ranges are helpful in.evaluating the 
optimum organizations. For example, farm organization may have more 
appeal to managers if the enterprises remain stable over the·range that 
costs and prices are likely to vary. Uncertainty also must be considered 
by the farm manager;· and a knowledge of stability ranges will be of value 
in planning for the uncertain future. 
I.iivestock Enterprise Stability 
The two livestock systems in the optimum organizations have·a net 
income per unit of $31.40 for the May-sell enterprise and $25.24 for the 
stockers on native grass. If the net income of these two enterprises 
were to fall to $28.57 or $22.99, respectively for $1.25 wheat, then.a 
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change in the livestock program would be required. For example,. if the 
net income of the stockers on native grass were below $22.99, they would 
be replaced by the cow-calf operation. For a wheat price of $1.50, the 
stability income range is $28.91 and $21.90 for the two livestock 
enterp~ises. 
The Cost Range 
The range over which costs of production can vary and still not 
c~ange the organization is of interest. The upper and lower cost limits 
act as a guide in comparing real farm costs with those used for the 
benchmark farm. If the real farm costs fall within these bounds, the 
cost will not dictate a change in the optimum organization. The·costs 
used in the benchmark farm plan as well as the upper and lower costs are 
given in Table IX. 
Price Range 
Clearly, changes in prices also affect the choice-of participation 
alternatives. A $.25 per bushel increase in wheat price-changed the 
-choice to nonparticipation. Further study including an analysis of the 
1 latter effect of price changes is in progress. 
The price range for grain sorghum is from $1.08 to $1.81 per cwt., 
when wheat is priced at $1.25 per bushel. The lower limit of $1.08 is 
unimportant in this organization since no grain sorghum is being _grown. 
lLarry L. Bitney, et al., "Stability of Government Farm Programs in 
Linear Programming Results," (unpublished material, Oklahoma State 









COST RANGE FOR WHEAT A..~ GRAIN SORGHUM BY LAND 
CLASS FOR OPTIMUM ORGANIZATIONS OF 
NORTHWEST BENCHMARK FARM 
Benchmark Cost Range for Whim Optimum 
Land Class Farm Cost Organization is Stable 
Wheat -$1. 25 Wheat $1.50 
Low High Low High 
Lb 12.65 $ 9.21 $13. 90 $10.16 $12.65 
Lc 12.45 11.19 15.88 0 12.45 
"' 
:or ... 
·11, 12.65 0 13.62 0 0 




The upper limit of $1.81 per cwt. means that if the price of grain 
sorghum rose by more than six cents per cwt. a reorganization would be 
in order and grain sorghum would be produced on Class Lb land. In the 
advent of a higher grain sorghum price, the maximum profit would be even 
greater than $13,381.00. With wheat priced at $1.50 per bushel, grain 
sorghum will not enter the solution until it is priced at $1.89 per cwt. 
Evaluation 
The maximum profit organization at $1.25 wheat and $1.75 feed grain 
ir1dicates that participation in both. wheat and feed grain is most pro-
fitable. Substituting for feed grain within this alternative means 
however, that only wheat will be grown. Second in profitability is 
participation in the wheat program and nonparticipation in the feed 
grain program. Third, in profitability is nonparticipation in the wheat 
program, but participation in the feed grain program. Most of the land 
is in wheat production with less than 90 acres in grain sorghum. The 
least profitable of the four choice alternatives is nonparticipation in 
both wheat and feed grain programs. Each change in organization is 
accompanied by approximately $200 less income. lhe change in net income 
from the most profitable to the least profitable is less than $600 which 
indicates other factors such as personal preference might outweigh the 
profit loss. 
The optimum organization witn wheat price at $1.50 per bushel is 
nonparticipation in wheat and feed grain or participation in feed grain 
only. Both organizations are centered around an all wheat plan. 
The nonparticipation organization is the same at both wheat prices 
considered, anq the participation in wheat and feed grain has the sa~e 
organizatio:r. at both P..rice_ levels. 
CHAPTER IV 
MAXIMUM PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS FOR SOUTHWEST OKLAHOMA 
The most.profitable organization.of activities for the Southwest . 
. Oklahoma area is -presented hereo The four .alternative choices are com-· 
pared and the optimum.organization.is analyzed for three different 
·price.situations. The maximum profit organization is given with wheat 
and. cotton. ,.priced ,.at .. two .. levels while other prices are held constant. 
Capital .requirements, labor, and crop .. and livestock. programs. are· com-
· pared for .the .different .alternatives. Price and cost ·stability ranges 
•,,.-
are p:resentedfor the.maximum .income·organizatione at<the different 
price levels us.ed .for wheat and grain. sorghum • 
. Alternatives Compared 
The four.wheat-feed grain program choices are·the same as,those 
used in the.Northwest area. Since it is not necessary to parti.eipate 
in the wheat or feed.grain.program,to.participate in the cot.ton.pxogram, 
the choice of ,an option ._within the cotton program depends entirely: on 
its relative. contribution to the farm income. The organizations.of 
enterprises.and·the prices.combinations used areshown.in Table X 
(wheat $1. 30, Grain sorghum $1. 75, cotton $21. 00), Table XI (wheat $1. 50, 
grain sorghum $L 75, cotton $21.00), and· Table XTI (wheat $1.30, grain 
sorghum. $.L75, .cotton $15 .00) •. Return over.variable cost. comparions 
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TABLE X 
MAXIMUM PROFIT ENTERPRISE ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE FOUR PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES FOR THE SOUTHWEST 
BENCHMARK FARM,, WHEAT PRICE $L30,. GRAIN' SORGHUM,. $1.75., COTTON "$21.00 
Participation Pa:r-ticipation .- Pa:i:.ticipation - Nonparticipation 
in wheat arid in wheat in feed grain in wheat and 
feed grain.- only_ - only - feed grain,-
, 35% cotton 35% cqtton. 35% cotton. 35%-cotton 
Item . Unit - ---· -'.:·--di-version diversion diversion diversion 
Crop Enterprise 1· 
Wheat 
L Acres 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
La Acres 101 101 185 
Lb Acres 100 
LC 
d Acres 76 
Grain.· Sorghum 
L -Acres 
~ Acres 83.5 84 185 L Acres 225 225 125 225 
Lc 
d Acres 11 108 108 
Cotton -
L Acres 97 97 97 97 





.Native Acres 175 175 175 175 
Small:Grain Acres 229 132 164 132 




Lives tock Enterprise 
Stocker Steers 
BuyOct. 15, 
Sell May 15. Head 
Buy Oct. 15, 
Sell Oct. 15 · 
(native grass) Head. 
Buy Oct. 15, 
Sell Oct. 15 
{sorghum stubble 
and native). Head 
Buy Oct. 15, 




Oct. 15) Head 
'Labor Hours 
Capital Requirements 
Operating Capital Dol. 
Annual Capital. Dol. 
Return over. 
Va.riabl~.Costs Dol. 
TABLE .X .(CONTINUED) 
Participation 





















17 ,166 . 
1crop.enterprise.shown.by land.class. 
Participation 












in wheat and 












.MAXIMUM PROFl.T. ENTERPRiSE..OBGANIZA'rIO.N-.F.OB. -TH1L FODR,__J?RQ.GB.AM.,.AL'.!ERNA!LV.ES ~.E.OR 1'HE .,SOUTHWEST 
_., _ . BENCHMARK :FARM,: :wHEAX: PRICE. .$1 .. 5.0,, :_ GRAIN.;. SORGHUM: :$1-. 75,, COTTON $21. 00 








































_ Participation _ 
in whe_at and - . 
feed g:rain·-
35% cotton 

















































Item . Unit 
Livestock Enterprise 
Stocker. Steers 
Buy Oct. 15, 
Sell .May 15 Head. 
Buy Oct. 15, 
Sell Oct. 15, 
(native grass)· Head 
Buy Oct. 15, 
Sell.Oct. 15, 
(sorghum.stubble 
and native) ... Head .. 





Oct. 15 Head. 
Labor Hours 
Capital Requir.ements 
Operating Capital. Dol. 
Annual Capital Dol. 
Return-over 
Variable.Costs DoL 
TABLE XI . ( CONTINUED 
Partic.1pation 












in .. wheat 
only -









1 Crop enterprise _shown,by land.class. 
Participation. 

























MAXIMUM PROFIT .. ENTERPRISE..,ORGANIZA.T.I.ON F,OR. l'HE.. FOJJR...PROGIWiLAI:.rEBNAT.IYES -FOR .THE .SOUTHWEST . 
: : ,.: BEN:CHMARK FA.BM,: WHEAT, PRICE..<$1:.30.,>GRAIN,. SORGHDM. -$1~75,. COTTON $15.00 
Item Unit 
Crop Enterpris.e 1 
Wheat 
L Acres 
La Acres b L Ac~es 
LC Acres d-
Grain.Sorghum 


















. in. wheat an4 . 













































Item Unit , 
Livestock Enterprise· 
Stocker Steers 
Buy Oct. 15, 
Sell May 15 ... Head 
Buy Oct. 15, 
Sell Oct. 15, 
(native grass). Head 
Buy Oct •. 15, 
Sell. Oct. 15, 
(sorghum stubble 
and. native) . Head._ 
'Buy Oct. 15, 
Sell Mar. 1,. 
(small grain . 
pasture) Head 
Cow-Calf (sell 
Oct. 15) Head 
Labor Hours .. 
Capital Requirements 
Operating Capital. Dol~ ·- .. 
Annual .. Capital. Dol. 
Return over 
Variable Costs Del. 
TABLK.X,'lI;: (CONTINUED) 
Participation .. 


















Crop . en~erprise . shown by land. :.class. 
Participation 





















indicate; __ a .spread. exceeding $2,5.00 ... between· .. the.~low.;and. -high; income al-
ternatives for ea.ch .of the three. price .. combi~tions . used. 
Maximum..Profit:0:r.ganization with $1.90 Wheat; >and:·$21.00 Cotton 
The most .profitable organization. for .the prices of· $1..30,. .$1..75, 
and $21.:00, .. results in a .maximum: profit·,of· $17 ,1~6. At these selling 
prices, , the nios.t profital;>l.e· combinatiqn: of activities is one with .parti-,, 
cipation .in .the: .wheat program, participation· .in the. cotton program, but· 
· .nonpa;!:'.ticipation in . the feed grain .program •. · Table XIII shows. :the. crop-
. land by .land:.clas.s, .the· r.e lationship· between· diverted·.acres_ and winter 
pas.ture, .the livestock enterprises· and.capitaLr.equirements. The first 
two· activities· listed are winter: pastur.e grown on _the required: eense.r-
vation .base .. of.80.acres.and· on the. 35%.divers.ion: from the co.tton.,.allot--
ment which. is 52 .. acres. Wheat .produc;:ed· is 104 acres divided,.' between 
two la,nd .classes; La and .Lb. AlLof the wh_eat allotment is. noLused 
(104 of 299: acres}. Gra.in sorghum is· .. produced on 417. acres and,.cotton 
on 97 acres .which allows. for the .maximun!: cotton· diversion .of 35% .• 
Two importan.t: .. conclusion~ can·, be· drawn· from. the resulting ... combi-,. 
· nation of.activities. · First, at the· pri·ces used, an(i with. the. 0 current 
relationship between the: yields· of wheat and: grain·.sorghum it is .. more 
profitable to ra,ise gi::ain .sorghum on Class· t 6 land' than. it. is .. to .raise 
wheat~ · At 104 acres, the maximuur· number of· domestic· wheat:: certificates. 
has been earned anq. .any additional wheat produced is worth only $1.·30 
per buahel. 
The second; important· point· :deals. with· .. the·. cotton· ·allotment. . It ·is • 
evident the most .profitable. cotton program' to· enter .is the 35%·..diversion. 
With 35%· diversion, the benchmark farm has 11earned" the maximum-pric~ 
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TABLE XIII 
THE MI\XIMUM PROF.IT ORGANIZATION .FOR .SOUTHWE:ST'.BENCHMARK .FARM, 
PARTICIPATION 'IN WHEAT ONLY, :.35% .COTTObLDIVERSION., 
._. ... ,, ... 4ffl'.EA!r; .:PRICE: .. $1. 30:,; .. GRAIN:,.SORGHUM. :$1. 7 5; 
. .COTT.ON,,.$21. 00 
. ' •.. . -.. ,.~ ..... , .. ". '·• .•) . ... . .. 
.Cropland:.,Aclt:i:v:ities 
.. Desori.ption . 
Wheat .Pastiiiret (Historic Conservation 
Base) 
Winter Pasture.(Diverted.Acres) 









... Stocker Steers, .Buy.Octobe-r 15, 
Sell May 15 
.Stock1;3r Steers.on.Native.and'.Sorghum 




. .. :, .CapitaLReguired 
.. Return over .variable .Costs. 


















support payments. at .the 9 .• 42 .cents per·.pound: rate. <If production .. were 
less than· 97: ac~es·, .all of the cotton price· support· would. not .be eol.:. 
,<:', 
lectec;l. .. If .a .. larger: .. cotton .acreage were· .planted,· ·the additional produc-. 
tion ,would .be sold at $2LOO .-.per cwt. and no additional support could 
· be . earned. 
Mrudmuni. ... Profit Organizations -with· .$1.50.·.Wb.eat and· $21.00·Cotton 
Thefour:.alternatives.are·now'considered.-with·the wheat.pric~ in-
creased .to $1.50· ·per bushel (Table XI}·. The profit ranges. from.a high 
of $18,228, .to the low of $15,410. The difference· of $2,818 is .. due -
primarily .to making .. the right:. decision concerning govert1ment. programs. 
Table XIV gives .the most profitable· organi"zation •. 
Again. the alternative .. of participation· in· wheat_ only is .. .the. most 
profitable.·. With .. the .. higher: wheat price, the full. 299 · acres .. of .. wheat 
allotment are used •. Also cotton·. is grown on· 97· acres with ,the. 35% 
cotton. diversion;. choice:.· . .Livestock numbers are· nearly· doubled. with .. the 
additional.wint;er wheat·.pasture resulting from the price change •. It 
should .be:.noted:, ... however, that· livestoak ... numbers· are less. tha,ll.c .. for;.any 
· of. the· three:. other· alternatives,. and the· .capital· required is .smallest. 
The fact that grain. sorghum· .acreii-ge exceeds the . feed g~ain .. base 
in this optimal .organization·. by. 65·:acres: .indicates· that gains._.a:i:e· .. 
greater than .. the. income.given·.up from.tlle feed·grain support (.$ . .-53.x 
1/2 feed· grain. base), and the addition~L.stocker· steers tha:t;:. wo:i,lld be · 




THE MAXIMUM PROFIT .. ORGANIZATION . FOR SOUTHWEST . BENCHMARK .. FARM, 
PARTI.CIPAT.ION IN .WHEAT-ONLY; .WHEAT PRICE $1.50,. 
GRAIN SORGHUM. $1.7 5., COTTON $21. 00 
,Cropland· Activities 
D.escription 








Cotton Production . 
... Total 
.. · .. ·.Livestock.Activities 
Desc:r.iption 
Stocker St.ears,. Buy October 15, 
Sell.May 15 
Stocker Steers, . Buy. October.· 15, 
Sell October. 15.·. (Native· .Grass) 
Stocker Steers on.Native.and Sorghum 




Return· over·.Variable .Costs 
Capital ... Required 



















Maxi11lUill Profit: .. Organization with. $1 .• 30 . Wheat. and:. $15. 00 Cot ton 
· The four·. altern~.ti ves· .again: .. are: considered·, . this tim:a with --a-
cottotr,pr.i.ce .of. $.15:.00 per cwt •. and at: .. the· lower,- $L30 whe~-t;: .. p;dce. 
.. l'he. maximumincome:.va::c:ies .. fr:om . .a:.low.of··$13,768· to· a .high. ;Of $lp,:774 -
or slightly more than $:3,QOO_; (Table XII).! __ - Cotton· is -of no importance· 
·in.enterprise: selection at.-the price of·$15.00 cwt.· (Table XV). 
Cott9n·. grades· produced· in·:. Southwestern'. Oklahoma· in· 1966 were priced 
· · ratht;i:r·-.. close· .. to. $15·.oo··per· cwt • 
. The· most pxofitable·, enter.prise organi·zati.on· calls for participa,... 
tion: in: wheat: on:1,.y. ·. With the: lowered cotton·.price,·-no· co_tton .... is .pro..;. 
duced and : the choice· is wheat or· grain sorghum;·.' Fifty,...one acres of 
:wheat ailo .. tment .are ·nQt· used:.for wheat _production· •. Since· all-the 
wheat· .. certificates are: cc>llected:,.:.a ·comparison ... of the costs and .yields 
of whea_t and grain sorghum·. is· possible on· Class Lb,_ L~, and I..a- .lan4 
with wheat .. priced·at· .$1.30 per.bushel _and· grain·, sorghum at $L 75 per 
cwt. 
Livestock is .an. important.: enterprise, · but_~ .. is· d:i,ctated .. by.~.the .pas~ -
ture· a:vailable from grain--.sorghum· and·.wheaf. · · Sudan· gTass did. no.t .. enter 
any· of the solu_tion .. tl:1roughout·.the·.study: until· the· final alternatives, 
when . 20 acres ,.appear in the· ononparticipation· solution. · 
Crop:- Ent.erprise -_ 
The crop. enterprises: of·,the·.maximum· profit·. organization .. are....built _ 
aroup.d-the .. participation: .. in:,:wheat only· option·. - · The feed grain _.program 
is never included in the optima.1·.solutions:.· .. Participatic;,n .in-._the .cotton 
. . 
program::at. the 35: percent:.di~rsion:.level· is· .. included wh~n: cotton.is 
-. 
priced at· $21. 00 . per. hundredweight. · .At the· lower- cotton, price of $15. 00~ 
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TABLE XV 
THE MAXIMUM PROFJ;T ORGANIZATION FOR SOUTHWEST. BENCHMARK FARM, 
PARTICIPATION. IN WHEAT ONLY,. WHEAT .PRICK $1 .• ,30, 
GM.IN SORGHUM:$1.75,.COTTOJf $15,00 . 
. Cropland:.Activities 
· .. Description 
. Wheat . Pasture (Historic. Conservation 
· Reserve) 







... Livestock· Activities 
.. De.s.cription · 
. Stocker .. Stee.rs., Buy October 15, 
Sell.May 15 
Stocker Steers, .Buy:.October 15, 























cotton·.drops out· of the c~op .program.· .Si·zeable acres of grain .. serghum 
are included:, . exceeding the feed· grain base· of 157:acres by 50 to 100 
acres, 
. Livestock .. Ente-rprises 
The -livestock .entel!prises in the .th:ree·,:optimal· solut:i,ons are 
· stock steers, .and. include. nearly 100 head up to .. 145 head. · Nearly 70 
.. percent. of .the .steers·.al;'·e:handled .as· fall .buy .. (October· 15) and .spring 
sell. (May 15:).... . The ·-livestock :.:enterprises are supplemental to . the crop-
ping system, . uti:lizing wheat. pasture., .grain. sorghum·, stubble and .con-. 
· .serving.acres .. in,smail· grain·.for· winter pasture~·· Winter pasture _is 
· produced .. only: ._-on . the . conserving .. acre·s · .. needed·. to· meet the requirements 
for the wheat .and. co_tton programs, .and wheat .produced for grain .•. The 
. cowa-calLl·ivestock enterprise did .not· .enter- .any· of· the solution~ in 
the.study. 
. ...... Labor 
The·. total .labor, required. is less than: .. a full man. year in. all: three · 
maximum profit .. solutions ~ .Of the 2 ,382 .hours available,· the. op..t.imal:. 
solutions .use from 1,746 .hours··.to·.neaJrly·.1,900· hours·. Hired .. labor is 
need·ed . in . the second time·; period . (May, ·June·,· July) , for all th:r:ee 
solutions;, .varying from· 79 .hours .to -129.·,hours·. The peak labor .. period 
occurs· when: :wheat -. harvest :and . grain. sorghum planting and cultivation . 
occur at .the same ;time. The most· profitable·.of the atlernativesi is 
alJ!.ong .the .lowest .labor·,users·.for .all.three price' situations. con-:-
.sidered. 
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.. · .... Capital· 
. The .capital. required .for:. different·.aiternat:i:ve- organizati.ons ... can 
be compared, in· Tables X, .XI, anc;l XIL .The lowest .capital use .. organiza-
· tions-tend·:to·:be.the most:.profitable in the· study~ ~nnuaLc.api.ta:1, .re- . 
. quired· -.by . the:. optimal : solutions for the .. three·• price· combinations ranges 
from less. than:. $18:,000: to nearly. $21, 500. . The 111.ost· ·capital· required of. 
any. combination,of .. enterprises·:is ,slightly: more tharr $23,000. The 
.narrow·.range .of· variability .in.,.capital-.:required· indicates· the capi.tal 
requirement ii::ro.a:.:rela:tively .. minor· factor of· influence· in· deciding which 
of the alternative .programs·.a -real fa.rm· should fo11QW, 
.: ........ Stab.ili.ty:.:of ,Solutions . 
. Consideration: .. of .the .stabili.ty .. range .of·.government: program ... a.3,.ter-,. 
natives .will:.;be helpfui·-in aqapting· .. the·.results of· the study. ... tQ ... a 
particular. farm, situa,tion. · f:rice:. changes will influence the choice ,of 
. 1 
.. gove;-nment :,.program. al.ternatives • 
. Livestock::.En.terpx:ise: Stab.:tl:Lty 
The·. three·. livestock'·. enterpr:Laes;. :Ln . the·. optimal· solutions .. have· a 
restricted .. range in net income •.. The··net·, .. :Lncome·pe-t·· head is $31.40 
for .May sell .steers. Wi'l;h' $1~.30· wheat the stability· range for. May .. sell 
steers .in .the most .prof·itable .organi!llation .is· $30. 77 to $31.73 .•... If :';1et 
income per unit. is outside this range; ,a change in· organization will. 
take .place. if returns are . to·. be· maximized •. · With· wheat priced at . $1. 50, 
1Larry L. Bitney, et. al., "Stability of Government Farm Programs 
in Linear Programming Results," (Unpublished material, Oklahoma State 
University, 1967). 
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the upper price range is inc;reased to $35. 7f, while the lower. limit is 
unchanged •. More important to most. farmers· are the lower,..,limits er net 
returns. For the steers· handled as October buy-,.Qctober sell, .. the lower-
limit .net return is.$24.95.(native grass) and $24.25-(sorghum.stubble), 
with .. $1:.30 .wheat •. .If .net· .returns .per head were· to fall one .dollar, it. 
would.be profitablf;l to reorganize. the live~tock program, With wheat 
. priced .at .$L50, .the lower .limit is extended to $20.81. · 
Price·. Range 
.The .. price range over: :which.the: .. optimum,organization is .. ,stable is· 
· of limited valu.e .because.,of .the ,competition between wheat and grain 
sorghum~-fo.r·.the. land ... resource., .. With $1·,30 whea1;· and $21.00. cottont .. the . 
. price. r.anges: are: ... wheat,. $1. 20 ... $1, 30; · .. grain .. sorghum, $1. 74-$1 .•. 86; 
and·.cotton, .$19..57.~$26,08, .. No· .. cotton ·is .in· the solution with ..... the .. $15,00 
.cot·ton .price, and .the price range fo.r·.wheat and grain sorghum. is .. one 
· cent in both . cases. . If prices· increHe · beyond the price ranges ..... gi ven, 
the farm,returns .. will be· increased: •. However, .a· shift of land .. us.e to 
. the higher . priced· crop . would be necessary. to use the fa.rm resources 
most.effic.ien~ly. 
Evaluation 
Under the .conditions .. of this·.study, :the most profitabl~ alterna-
. · tive.is,to.participate.in.the wheat.program.and raise grain sorghum on 
all the remaining.acres. The.second.choice· is·to participate in.both 
.the wheat·and feed.grain .program, .recognizing some· .. returns are· sacri,-,. 
ficed •. These .two ,alternatives·.do not· have·.a large income disparity. 
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The· -choice:, of·, nonparticipat;ion .. ,in, the:wheat·.:pxogranr.or·. nonp~rt.i.e:i,pation 
in both.whelilt·.and feed grain·:reduces .income .nearly· $3,000, 
Livestock enterprises·:are· dominated·.by .the crop· enterprises -since 
·the livestock act:;f.vities·.are: ali: .. croplanq· based·.· Capital requi;rements 
are· similar- for. all· ther alternatives·.· ·. Price· ranges· are . limited and · 
indicat,e; the., optimal·, organization .will.- .be difficult· tq maintain as price . 
chan.g:es . o.ccur. 
. CHAPTER. V 
SUMMARY AN]), :C,ONCLUSIONS 
Alternati:cve .chaices ... of . pal:'ti.cipat.ion: .. in·. government farm programs 
were analyzed. in .. thi.$ s.tudy. The .basic .. purpose:was .to .aid· farmers in 
making decisions. by developing a·:method .for .. comparing .government program 
choices. 
The study .. was ... developed ... in .. three .. speci,fic:.steps·. ,The·. first step 
required the. development· of· a·.U.ne~"J:": .. programming·.tableau .tn·.whi.ch all· 
government progr.ams .. could be·.conside:red· .•. · .The·.second step .was to .develop 
a method· of -adaptilig .... :the. tal:,leau:.of .changes .. ;Lt1 .. gove1:nment ·programs, 
Including f.arm ... r.esoµr:ces .. in the .. model .. fo:r· .. t.esting .a farm· .. situation .and 
evaluating, the ... resl,\lt:s· for: real: farm: .. compa-i::isons:,was .. the third step in . 
the-study. 
Wh.eat""feed .. g.1:ain .. :.p-i::ograms·; fo1r: ,.Oklahoma ... fai-mers , can: :be·. compared, 
through four· ... alte-sn,a,ti:ves. op.en:,.:to" .fal:'11',managers:.: .. ,i'he. four·.basic choices 
are: (1) pa.rtfc·ipa:ttion·.in· )).oth: .. the:.wh.eat .and.·.feed"g:rain·.programs, · (2) 
participation ... in .. the ·wheat program· .. on'l1.·, . (9): .participation .in· .the feed 
grain program:. enly., ... and (4) · .. nonparticipation· ,,in. th~· wheat and feed grain· 
programs •. Ma:d~ua. income·. is· used·. as·. the. de.teminant· ·.of:, the most de-
sirable organizaJ:iou ........ . 
A- benchmark:,. fa:rm:. resource· .situation . was .. de~'loped·. for· each .of two 
different·.farming areas .of .the·,state· •.... ,The: .. benchlllark.fa:rms.are 
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representative. of .. the· farms: .in. the .,No:r.thwest .. and: .Southwest .. areas of 
Oklahoma •. 
The farm .. .resou~ee restrictions: -were:,incorporated into . the linear. 
prograIQ.m.ing. IDQdeL.~.tuL,.analyzed:'.at:.seve:r;al .. pric.e .. lev:els,approp_riate · for 
the . cont"J;"olled. crops ....... . 
The mst .. profi.tab1e . al.t.et"native . for . the. Northwei-t· fa~m: am:!: -$1. 25 . 
wheat is part.icipa.tion·. in· both .. the'.wheat·-.ancl feed· grain ,prog:t;"ams: •. The 
optimal .solution_ p:i:.od:µces· no·. grain::.so:r.ghum, .. but: .su~sti.tutes: wheat for 
grain· sorghum: .. : ... The· ... oJider· of·. pr.eference.,.:. w:1:th: .maximiz·ing· -returns as . the 
guide, continue.a ... with .. participat;l.on: .. in wheat· .only,·. participation .. in feed 
grain only and,nonpa:r:ti.cipation:in both:government.progl'ams. 
. tt 
I~· each· 
alternative .emphaais:.on: .. wheat· .prod:uction ... is,the· 7obvious·.ae;ntral result. 
Income is reduced.,. approxinia:t-ely· . $.200.· -with; . each . successive . alternative 
organization. 
· When the.wheat.: .. p:i.ice:d.s: .. in,c.r.eaae'd:.-.to: .. $1:...:50 .,per .bul!ihel, ,the .profit 
maximi:dng .orga~izat.ion: .is·. identical:. unde:i.., two: ,alte:t:"Q.ati ve: .choices, 
pa-rticipat.ion~.iu .. feed: .. grain:.on:li.y: .. anr.l: ... nonpa.i.tic:Lpation: .. in both:,p-;rograms ~ . 
: Thus , .. the· impoJ:.tance· .. o.f; .. expeQt.ed.whea,.t.p:trices .. in -determining the·,program 
choice: is .. 111us.t:rated .... t]ndeT· ... th•s~·.oon'ditiona·,,whea~·production is 
least· .restricted:...and ;im:comes· ,are.,highest. 
The·, third ... ·altefllat:f.\l:a,··,pa'l:'.tia:f.pa.tion:,in. J).oth·,.programs·,. gives 
$160 ,lower· .retu.:ns ...... The· :J.atter.:,aho:f.ae .. might:.be. -made ,,if ·,the·. farmer. 
~refars·.to·.d:f.11ersify;,en:1u1rp't'ises;;.or.,is ,.aonce1tned.about·-crop·,history for 
future· -programs ...... Auothe:i:r .. ·s:Lsnificant:·.factoir: ,in·. the· third·. alternative 
, 
is: a large .. acreage;..of:.fallow: .. :.·;Assuming.t.he .. .14.3.,ao:r;es· ,of·.fallow· would 
.increase .the production·.in .the ,fo11owing::.yea1.:,. th.is·:might· be·.a good· 
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choice. The:. data.:cin.·the tableau .ara.·,averages ,and:.do .not· take account 
of short-run: effe«:ts:. of:. fallow:; on:. yields.: 
The· native-pasture::restricrt;ii;,n:._of .20~LacJ;e.s. used· .. in·. this· ,study 
limited·,liv:estoa.k ... numbers·.to .the .. extent:-tbat .. sIJ1all .. grain·.pasture-was not 
fully utilized:.by. several:. ent·erpris.e·.;organizations. ·. · If· .-additiQnal. 
native grass.: is .. available·;. the:.number:,o.f.,livestock could· .. be .increased, 
utilizing land.'.na:w.being .. used·.for:;fallow:,.only·., S:i.nGe soue<labor is 
unused in all.,. of .. the;. enterprise·. oy;ganizations:~ ... no, . hired , labor·. would· be 
necessary for:., considerable . expansion· .in ,the·. 1ivestock·. enterprises o. 
However,· an, increase.·. in· capital ~ investment: ,would·, occur. if· an·. expansion 
were made. 
Chapter IV .. provides. an analys.is ;of, the, Southwest Oklahoina benchmark 
farm. The cotton .. program· choices .a:r:e ,included .in. the -tableau. for. con-. 
sideratiQn ,since,. this .. enterp;ldsEf .is used .in ,the·:·area·. fyo· .wheat pri.ces,. 
$1. 30 and. $L 50 . per .. bushel, and two·. cot1;;Qn: .prices·, $21. 00 and· $15. 00 
per cwt·. are. used, .. while the'>gliain:.-i:mrghum,.pliice ,is held constant at 
$1. 75 per cwt .......... . 
Income. is .. maximbed:',by·.paliticipat.i1;>n,in·. only .the wh.eat·.pliOg'X'am for 
each set .o.f .alternat;f.:ves·.·. With'..a -cotton.· .. p:i:ice -of·.$21.QO per· cwt., 
the . cotton .program., cemes:. inter, the:·!so1ut:l.on: -.with·,. the . highest·. diversion 
rate ·.allowed;, .. thi:r.t;y!!:'five·. pe1.cent. . With·, cotton· priced . at $15. 00, 
cotton . is -UQt ~. included .. in ·. the· . solu·tion. . The·· second· ,ma:dmiz"ing .alter-
na ti ve ,. par.tiaipation:.in: po:th ,.the .. wh~at .and'-:feed·,gll'ain· ,pll'o&1:tms·, also is 
if 
the same· at .alLjn:iee~: ... considel!'ed: ... ,:,Inaom,e ,is: •. J;"educed .from $400 to 
. ..·~ 
$1, 500 . by . the .. second : choice . organization. 
The· third .. and.foul;'th alternati:ves·-lieduce .income .an·.additional 
$1, 500 to $2 ·;· 300 ... ···The income·. difference·. between , the·. optiDµ:1.l. o;rganization 
income and· ,the·,.lea51t>.plio:£i.tab1e:,o::irgani.zation. ,,is: -ove-:r: :$2:,500 •. 
Livestock enterprises·are important iµ all the alternatives con-
sidered, ranging.from.less than 100 head.to over 200 head of steers. 
The· livestock. are .. used primarily to . utilize. pasture crops such as 
wheat,· sorghum., stubble., and . smalL grain:. growing . on·. conserving acres 
required as part.~of .. a:.government program.· 
Capital. requirements .are·.generall~:-lower 'fot".the.maximum: income 
alternatives .and .. ranged .. from· $17,000 .in .the .Southwest to over $30,000 
.in the . Northwest .. _ ... The range: within each. aliea . is less than $10, 000. 
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Price ranges ... and .cost· and income· .coefficients ,are used to. indicate 
an organization.!s.,stability. .The .J:'anges were greater in .the Northwest, 
indicating a .. relati:vely·. stable·.solution· .•.. In -the· -Southwest: the .organi"'." 
zation of· enterprises:.is: subject·.to·.more -changes .because·.of much 
narrower ranges. - .......... . 
" The· linear programming·.modrd .is .an .. efficiant .means:.of·.c9mparing 
choic;:es among.government· programs: ... :.Masking· some .. alternatives is neces-
sary, however~ .. for . easy:, ·comparison·. of·. the . organization . results • . Addi-
tional government .. progi-ams .can:.be·,added·.to -the .basic model, as .illqs-
trated by the cotton: .. progranl' .analysis. 
Adapting .. the;. results·. of·. the . bench1i;uu:k , f.arm. solutions:. to· farm.er use . 
. requires additional..study. . 'l'he:.stability ,ranges· .for prices .and costs 
are usefuL.in .. determining· ,applicability·. of·. Jl'esul ts , pt'eseuted . in this 
study. In addition:, ... more· p:ll'iae·.combinations· need· to·.be··.considered to 
reflect·· the e~pectations ·.of·. individual. f a:i;mers. 
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APPENDIX A, 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING. ·.TABLE~J]S 




APPENDIX A,. TABLE I. 
ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATIONS FOR .. NORTHWEST 
LINEAR ... PROGRAMMIN.G. .. TABLEAU 
Program Partic.ipatio.n 
Alternative 
Participation in wheat and 
feed grain 
Participation in wheat only 
Participation in feed grain 
only 
Nonparticipation in wheat 






















Pl8 SUDN . 
Pl9 PFGB 
. P20 PFGC · · 
P21 PFGD•·· 




Participation in wheat a~d 
feed·grain· 
Participation in wheat only 
Participation in feed grain 
only 
Nonparticipation in wheat 
and feed grain· 
Wheat, Lb land 
Wheat., L land 
. c 
Wheat, Ld land 
Winter.pasture 
Sudan· 
Feed grain, Lb 
Feed grain, L · 
Fe.ed grain, L~. 
Wheat, Lb land 
Wheat, .L land 






Feed grain, Lb land 
Feed grai.n, L land 
Feed'graitl, L~ land 
Substitutewheat for feed 
. grain, Lb land 
.. Substitute wheat for feed 
grain, L land 




.grain, Ld land 
Substitut.e feed grain for 
.wheat, Lb land 
Substitute feed grain.for 
wheat, Lc land · 
.Substitute feed grain for 
. wheat, Ld land 
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.APPENDix:A, . TABLE: .. L. :(CONTINUED) 
Program Participation. 
· Alternative 




participation in feed 
grain, 
Activities independent of 
government programs 
,,'.i · 
. _. . . . . . . . . Activities . 
Code .. · 
... : : Letters;:: ........ Desariptd.on 
P29. PWNS:,. · Whe11t, Lb land 
P30 PWN'.c:·. Wheat ,,.L · land· 
P31.PWND .. Wheat, L~ land 
P33 . SUDN . Sudan 
P34 .WPST' Winter pasture .. 
P35 NSGB Feed . grain, . Lb land 
P36. NSGC Feed grain; .L land 
P37 NSGD Feed grain~ .L c land. 
P:38 NWTB ... Wheat; .. Lb lan8 
P39 NW'IC ... Wheat.,:,L .. land 
P40 NWTD .... Wheat, .L~ .land 
P41 . SUDN · ... Sudan 
P42 . PSTW •· Winter pasture 
P43 PGSB, Feed grain, Lb land 
P44 PGSC · Feed . grain, _ L land 
P45 PGSD Feed grain, L~ land 






Livestock.steer, March sell. 
Livestock steer, May sell. 
.Livestock steer, October 
. ··sell. (native .grass) 
P52 LVST. .Livestock: steer, October 
."; ..... sell (native and sorghum 
... stubble) 
P53.·. COCF.· ... :.Cowi-calf. 
P,54.HLAB Hire labor (January-:-April) 
. PSS HLAB ..... Hire , . labor·. (May~July) 
. PS6 .. HLAB ... Hi:rre : labor (August-Sept.) . 
. PS 7 HLAB . . . Hire ·.labor. (October-Dec.) 
. P6lt WTSL · . Whea:ti sell 
P6S FGSL · .. Feed, grain. sell ... 
P66. WTCT ... Wheat· certificate.: payment 
P67 FGSP. Feed grain.price support 
·.payment 
. P69 WPST , .. Winter . pasture. (conserving) 
Pl7 WTPT · .. Winter· pasture (diverted) 
APPENDIX A, TAB~E:. L .(CONTINUED) 
Program. Participat,ion .. 
Alternative -
.. Activities 
.... ,. Code 
..... : .. Letters.,,., ... <. . :.;.: .·,Descriptd.on 
P70 .. SUDN .... Sudan:. (conserving) 
P71: f,A.LL, .... Fallow. (conserving) 
P72 FALL· .. Fallow. (diverted) 
P7 3 FALl · FallQw 
P74 FAL2 Fallow 
P75 FAL3 Fallow 
P76 FAL4 Fallow 
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APPENDIX A, TABLE II 
UNEAR PROGRAMMING TABLEAU FOR NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA 
Row Pl 
Restriction Number PO Units PWFG 
Total Cropland .960= Acre 960 
Total Cropland 1 O= Acre 
Participating Cropland I 2 O= Acre -790 
Participating Cropland II 3 O= Acre 
Participating Cropland III 4 ,O= Acre 
Diversion 5 O= Acre -60 
Wheat Allotment .6 c~ Acre -376 
Feed Grain Allotment 7 -.0~ Acre -240 
Land~ 9 317~ Acre 
Land ~c 10 403~ Acre 
Land Ld 11 240> Acre 
Conservation Base 12 = Acre -110 
Labor January-April 13 710~ Hours 
Labor May-July 14 638~ Hours 
Labor August-September 15 440~ Hours 
Labor October-December 16 594~ Hours 
Wheat Production Inventory 17 - O= Bu. 
Feed Grain Production Inventory 18 .O= Cwt. 
Wheat Certificate Inventory 19 o~ Bu. 





















Sorghum Grazing (October-February) 
Small Grain Pasture (March-May 15) 
Grain Sorghum Stubble Grazing 
Operating Capital 
Annual Capital 
Wheat Certificates - Maximum 
Feed Grain Price Support - Maximum 
Variable Cost or Return Over Variable 
Cost 






































APPENDIX A, TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
Row P69 P4 P5 P6 P70 P7 P8 P71 P9 PlO 
Number WPST NPWB NPWC NPWD SUDN WPST SUDN FALL NSGB · NSGC 







9 1 1 
10 1 1 
11 1 
12 1 1 1 
13 .39 .39 .13 .13 
14 .39 .39 .39 .39 .55 .39 .55 1.11 1.11 
15 .45 .45 .45 .45 .45 .12 .12 
16 .30 - .30 .30 .30 .30 
17 -21.00 -18.00 -14.00 
18 -14.56 -11. 20 
19 
20 
24 -1.80 -1.80 
25 -.20 -.60 -.50 -.40 -.20 
26 -1.8 . -1.80 
27 - .20 -.20 
28 7.48 7.31 7.31 7 .31 4.85 7.48 4.85 5.09 5.09 
29 15.08 14.91 14.91 14.91 11.55 15.08 11.54 13.99 13.99 
30 
31 
Return or O'I 
Cost (-) -9.11 -12.65 ~12.45 -12.25 -11.30 -9.11 -11.30 -2.00 .-12.73 -12.13 O'I 
APPENDll .A:,r TABIJLIL:(.CONllNIIE»;),.; _ ,..-; ..... · . 
Row Pll P72 Pl2 Pl3 Pl4 Pl6 Pl7 P18 · Pl9 P20 P21 
Number· NSGD .. .FALL- PWTB· PWTC PWTD WTPT· WTPT ·· SUDN PFGB PFGC PFGD 
- ·~ . - -
1 1 
2 1 1· 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 
4 
5 1 1 
6 1 1 1 
7 1 1 1 
9 1 1 
10 1· 1 
11 1 1 1 
12 
13 .13 .39 .13 .13 .13 
14 1.11 .39 .39 .39 .39 .39 .55 1.11 1.11 1.11 
15 .12 .45 .45 .45 · .45 .45 .12 .12 .12 
16 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 
17 -21.00 -18.00 -14.00 · 
18 -8.40 · -14.56 ""."11.20 · ..:a.4o 
19 -18.00. -18.00- .. -,.18.00 · 
20 -11.til -11.61 -11.61 
24 -1.80 
25 -.60. -.50 -.40 -.20 -.20 
26 -1.80 -1.80 
27 -.20 -.:20 -.20 -.20 
28 5.09 .. 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.48 7.48 4.85 5.09 5.09 5.09 




O:>st (-) -11.88 -2.00 12.65 -,.12.45 · .,..12.25 -9.11 -,,9 .. 11 -11.30 -12._73 -12.13 -11.88 
°' "'-I
APPENDIX A, TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
Row l.'23 P24 .. .P25 P26 '1!27 1'28 P29 P30 pjf P33 
Number SWFG SWFC SWFD SSWB sswc SSWD PWNS PWNC _FWN]) SUDN 
1 
,.-
,-:.· 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 
4 
5 
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 
7 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 
11 1 1 l 
12 
13 .13 .13 .13 .39 
14 .39 .39 .39 1.11 1.11 1.11 .39 .39 .39 .55 
15 .45 .45 .45 .12 .12 .12 .45 .45 .45 
16 · .30 .• 30 .30 .30 .30 .30 
17 -21.00 -18.00 -14.00 -21.00 -18.00 .. -14.00 
18 -14. 56 -11.20 -8.40 
19 -18.00 -18.00 -18.00 
20 
24 ·-1.80 
25 -.60 - • .50 -.40 -.60 -.50 -.40 
26 
27 - • 20 -.20 -.20 
28 7.31 7.31 7.31 5.09 5.09 5.09 7.31 7.31 7.31 4.85 




Cost (-) -12.65 -12.45 · -12. 25 -12.73 -12.13 -11.88 -12.65 -12.45 -12.25 -11.30 C'I 00 
I.. 
APPENDIX A, TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
Row P34 P35 P36 1?37 P73 P74 P75 P76 P38 P39 
Number WPST NSGB NSGC NSGD FALl FAL2 FAL3 FAii+ NWTB NWTC 
1 1 
2 I 
3 1 1 1 1 1 




9 1 1 
10 1 1 
11 1 
12 
13 .13 .13 .13 
14 .39 1.11 1.11 1.11 ' .39 .39 
15 .45 .12 .• 12 .12 .45 .45 
16 .30 .30 .30 
17 -21.00 -18.00 
18 -14.56 -11.20 -8.40 
19 
24 
25 -.20 - • 60 -.50 
26 -1· • .s· 
27 -.20 -.20 - .20 
28 7.48 5.09 5.09 5.09 7 .31 7.31 





-9.11 -12.73 -12.13 -11.88 -2.00 -2.00 -2.00 -2.00 -12.65 -12.45 
a, 
\0 
APPENDIX A, TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
Row P40 P41 P42 P43 P44 P45 P47 P48 P49 P50 




4 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5 
6 
7 . 1 1 1 
9 1 
10 1 
11 1 1 
12 
13 .39 .13 .13 .13 1.60 1.60 
14 .39 .55 .39 l~lL 1.11 1.11 .50 
15 .45 .45 .12 .12 .12 
16 .30 .30 1.10 ·1.10 
17 14 
18 -14. 56 -11.20 -8.40 
19 
20 -11. 61 -11.61 -11.61 
24 -1.80 • 50 .50 
25 -.40 -.20 1.90 1.90 
26 -1.80 1.40 
27 .20 .20 .20 
28 7.31 4.85 7.48 5.09 5.09 5.09 -1 118.50 123.00 




Cost (-) -12. 25 11.30 9.11 12.73 12.13 11.88 -o . - .06 12.88 31.40 ......, 0 
APPENDIX.. A., .. TABLE. II .. (CONTINUED) 
Row P51 P52 P53 P54 · · PSS P56 P57 P64 ·· P65 P66 P67 












13 2.8 2.8 4.85 . -1 
·14 1.5 1.5 1.25 · -l 
15 1.0 1.0 .80 -1 




20 ·,. 1 




28 130.00 ·. 130.00 217.30 1.00 1.25 1.25 1.00 




Cost (""'.) 25.24 25.24 59 .. 45 .. -1.00 -1.25 .. · -1.25. ~1.00: .. · . 1.25 1.75 1.32 .53 ...... 
.... 
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APPENDIX:, A,. TABLE III 




Participation in wheat and 
feed grain 
Participation in wheat only ... 
Participation in. feed grain: 
only 






.... Let.ters .. Description 
Pl PWFG Participation in.wheat and 
feed grain 
P2. TPWO Participatiqn in wheat only 
P3 TFGO . . Partic.ipation in feed grain 
only 
P22'PWFG, NonpaTticipation· in wheat 
. and. feed .. grain 
PB SUDN . Sudan. 
P4. NPWA .. Wheat, L land 
a PS. NPWB. Wheat, .Lb land 
-·PQ· NPWC Wheat, L land 
P7 . NPWD . Wheat~ . L~ land 
P9. WPST Winter pasture 
.Pll NPSA. Feed grain, .La 
P12: NPSB . . Feed grain, . Lb 
P13 NPSC .. Feed grain, L 
c 
. P14 NPSD . . Feed . gra;i.n, Ld 
P15 SUDN .Sudan 
P16 PTWA .. Wheat, L. land 
P17 PTWB ... Wheat, L: land 
P18 PTWC Wheat, L land 
P19 PTWD. : Wheat, L~ land 





P25. PFGA . Feed .grain, .L land 
P26. PFGB. Feed .graiµ., L: .. land 
P27. PFGC .Feed. grain, .. L · land 
. P28 . PFGD .. · Feed . grain, . L~ land 
P31. SWGA .. Substitute.wheat for feed 
grain·, .La .land 
P32 SWGB Substitute.wheat for- feed 
. . . gl'ain; J.,b land 
P33 SWGC Substitute.wheat for.feed 
. . grain, L . land 
P34 SWGD .. , . Substitut·ecwheat for .feed 
... grain~ .Ld .land 
P36 SSWA ... Substitute.feed.grain for 
.wheat, L land· 
. a 
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.APPEND::i,:X...A,, . .TABLE:.lll....(CONXINUED) 
_.,. -- ... ·~······~·-·-·· ... ~···• ....... : •• .,,.~~1.,, .. ~ ..... ,,..- ... ·.~- .. ·.:.~· .. : . .;..•l,.~~r-..... :, •• ;,,l . .!.',~-,.- ,· ....• ' ' • • : • • 
:·· .. , . :: ....... --· ~--. : ... Activities 
Program Participation ... ... - .. .-: ..... Code· 
Alternative 
Partieipation .. in,.;wheat.:,·.non ... : '··. 
participation .. in .. feed 
grain. 
Nonparticipation. in.wheat., ....... .. 
participatipn: in. f.eed 
grain 
Activities indepe~dent .of ... : ... 
government programs· 
..Let.ters > ... ,,.~ ...••..• D.eseription 
P37. SSWB... Substitute feed. grain· fo1; 
: .. : .. :whe~t; .. Lb land _· . 
P38 SSWC.. . Substitute .. feed·. gi;-ain for 
:.. . . .•.. wheat, ... L .. land 
P.39. SSW .. ; S:tibstitutecfeed .grain. for 
P41 ;~A:::;:Wh:~:~i°:1 f~!:nd. 
. .: .a 
P4i. PWTB: ... Whe~~;,,Lb land 
P43: PWTC: .... Wheat, .L .lanq. 
.P44. PWTD. ·: Whe~1:,:iL~ land 
P48 ... PSTW ... Winteli .pasture.· 
P49: NPSA.... Feed. grain:, .L land· 
P5.0 NPSB. . Feed .. gra:i.n:;: L: land· 
.P51. NPSC ... Feed,.grain; .Lc lanq. 
P52. NPSD .... Feed:grain, .. Ld land • 
. P 53 SUDN . Sudan 
.P54-NPWA ... Wheat;:~ L land. 
a 
PSS NPWB: ... Wheat,.:Li land 
P56 NPWC . Wheat, .. L .. land .. 
·p57_ NPWD .. ·:Wheat, '.Ld .land .. 
P60 ·WNTP ..... Winter.pasture 
'P61.-PSGA .... F:e~d.grain, :L land. 
P62:':PSGB.:: .. Feea:·grain, .L: _land· 
P63 PSG.C . · Feed . grain., L land 
P64 PSGD... Feed grain, Ld land 
P65SUDN . Sudan· 
P67 BOCA ... Borrow.operating capital. 
P68 BACA. Borrow.annual.capital . 
P69 · BSMR. .Livestock. steel;'s, March sell, .. 
P70'- BSMA .. Livestock.steers, .May sell 
P71·BSNT. Livestqck.steers, October 
. ' .. sell:. (native ''.pasture) 
P72 SBNS· .. ·.Livestock, steers, October - . - . 
. . . sell (feed grain, stubble) 
. P77 COLF.... . Cow-calf : . 
P73 HLBl .... Hire '.labor. (January-April) 
P74 HL:82 ... Hire la.bor {May-e-July) . 
. P7 5 Ill.BJ . . Hire· labor (A1.Jgust~Sept. ) -
P76 lll.B4 .. Hire. labor-. (October-Dec.) 
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.. 4PPENDIX.A, .. TABLE ,III; .. (.CONTINUED) 
................ • . . ............... Activities . 
Program Participation:... . . ... Code 
Alternative · .................. : ... ,,Letters ........... ,,.,.,.;.D.esaription .. 
Cotton participation . . P84 12.PC ..... , Tr.ansfer ... cotton .allotment, 
. 12.~ .S%,.,.di:vart:e4 
. P85 12PC. . Transfer cotton allotment, . 
. . 12.5%. diverted 
P86 l2PC .. Tran,sfer. cot:ton·. allotment, 
12 .5% .. diverted . 
. P87 12PC · : Transfer cotton allotment, 
... 12.5% .diverted 
P88 25PC. .Transfer cotton allotment, 
. 2.5% diverted 
P89 25PC. Transfer cotton allotment, 
.25%:diverted· 
P90 25PC ... Transfer. cotton allotment, 
... 25% diverted 
P91 25PC ... Transfer- cotton. allotment, 
.25%.diverted 
P92 ·. 35.PC . · Transfer cotton . allotment, .. 
. 35% diverted . 
P93 35PC Transfer.cotton.allotment, 
35%.diverted 
P94 35PC .. Transfer.cotton .allotment; 
. 35% ·diverted._ ... 
P95 35PC . . Transfer cotton . allotment, 
·. 35% . diverted 
P96 12DC . . Diversion. (12 .-5%) payment .. 
. P97. 25DC .... Diversion (25%) .payment .... 
P98 . 35DC· ... Di 'version· .. (35%) . payment .. 
_p99: 12DP .. Produi;e .cotton, L~ land, 
.. (12.5%.diverted) 
PlOO· ~~DP· .. Produce~ cotton, .Lb .land;. 
- . . . . (12.5% .diverted) 
PlOl 12DP .Produce cotton, .. L • land, 
·-·.. . . . (12.5% .diver,tedj . 
Pl02 12DP .. Produce cotton~ ·1d .land, 
.. . . (12.5% diverted) 
P104 2DP: ... Produce . cotton, :1 land, . 
. . · · (25% ·. dive:i::ted) 8 
Pl05 2DP ... Produce .cotton, ·1b 'land, 
... (25% diverted) 
Pl06 2DP . . . Produce . cot ton; L ci: · 1and, 
. ... :. ·. (25%. diverted) 
Pl07 2J)P ... Produce . 7ott;:on, . Ld land, 
·· . . .. . . . . (25% . diverted) 
Pl09 3DP· .. -Produce·.cotton; :1 land, 
· . . (:35% . diverted) . a 
PllO 3DP ... Produce: cotton; Lb: land, 
. · . . . (:35% divert~d) 
75 
APPENDIX A:~, TABLE.I:LL:(CON.T.INUED) 
Program Participation ....... . 
Alternative. 




. ; -Letters: .._ ..... : .. D.esaription 
Plll 3DP: ·_ Produce cotton, L land, 
(35% diverted) c 
Pl12 3DP .. Produce .cotton, Ld lan4, 
(35% diverted) 
Pll4 SPD. .Cotton sell. 
P115 S.SP ..... Co.tton·.price .support payment 
P124 WHS . . . Whea,t -. sell . __ 
P125 FGP,,. .. Feed g-rain .. sell i 
P126 FGP.. Wheat certificate payment . 
Pl27 FSP Feed grain.price support 
. payment 
Pl30 COT. Cotton.cropland transfer 
P131 COT · Cotton·.cropland.transfer. -
P132 COT .. Cotton cropland: transfer 
P133 COT ... Cotton .cropland transfer 
Pl34 FAL ... Fallow . -
Pl-35 FAL · Fallow 
Pl36 FAL .. -Fallow. 
P137 FAL ..... Fallow 
PlO .WPST .. Winter pasture . (conserving) 
P24 WPTG -:- .Winter .pasture (diverted) 
P20 .. SUDN. . . Sudan , (conserving) 
P29 FALL. .Fallow. (conserving) . 
P21 FALL . Fallow (diverted) 
. '·"·'·'·' , ... ,,.,_, .. ,.,, .... ,.•' 
APPENDIX A, TABLE IV 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING TABLEAU FOR SOUTHWEST OKLAHOMA 
Row Pl 
Restriction Number PO Units PWFG 
Total Cropland 750= Acre 750 
T.otal Cropland 1 O= Acre 
Participating Cropland I 2 O= Acre -638 
Participating Cropland II 3 O= Acre 
Participating Cropland III 4 O= Acre 
Diversion 5 O= Acre -32 
Wheat Allotment 6 O.?.. Acre -299 
Feed Grain Allotment 7 -o~ Acre -125 
Land La 8 100~ Acre 
Land Lb 9 185~ Acre 
Land Le 10 225.?.. Acre 
Land Ld 11 150~ Acre 
Conservation Base 12 .O= Acre -80 
Labor January-April 13 710~ Hours 
Labor May-July 14 638~ Hours 
Labor August-September 15 440~ Hours 
Labor October-December 16 594::. Hours 
Wheat Production Inventory 17 O= Bu. 
Feed Grain Production Inventory 18 O= Cwt. 
Wheat Certificate Inventory 19 0:::. Bu. 
Feed Grain Price Support Inventory 20 o~ Cwt. 
lilative Pasture 24 175~ AUM 

















APPENDIX A, TABLE IV - (CONTINUED) 
Restriction 
Small Grain Pasture (Mar ...... May 15) 




Cotton 12.5% Diversion. 
Cotton 25% Diversion 
Cotton.35% Diversion. 
Cotton Production Inventory. 
Cotton Price Support Inventory. 
Cotton Diversion 1 
Cotton Diversion 2. 
Cotton Diversion 3 
Wheat Certificates~ Maximum 
Feed Grain Price.Support - Maximum 
Cotton 
Cotton Price Support - Maximum 













































Row · · p22 . PS P4 
Number PWFG. SUDN NPWA< 
750 












13 · 1.02 
14 • 72 .83 
15 .42 
16 .20 




24 -1.50 · 
25 -.60 
APPENDIX A.,, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
P5 P6 P7 P9 Pll P12 
NPWB. N.PWC NPWD -WPST·· NPSA -: ,NPSD"' 





.92 • 92 
.83 .83 .83 .83 .89 .89 · 
.42 .42 .42 .42 .10 .10 
.20 .20 .20 .20 
-22.00 · -17.10 -13~40 . 
-21.80 -19.70 
-.50 -.40 -.30 -.60 
Pl3 P14 





.•. 89 · .89 
.10 .10 









Row .. P22. PB. P4 
Number PWFG SUDN. NPWA 
26 
27 
28 4. 69 · 7 .40 · 















Cost (-). -4.38 -13.11 
APPENDIX A,. TABLE IV (CONTINUED). . 
P5 P6 P7 P9 · Pll Pl2 
NPWB NPWC NPWD WPST NPSA NPSB 
-2.0 
-.20 . -.16 
7.40 7.40 7 .40 · 7 .18 6.48 6.48 
12. 75 · 12.75 12. 75. 13. 87 .. 14.75 14. 75 
-12 ~73 12;42 -12.19 -7.55 · -10.94 -10.81 
Pl3 P14 
NPSC NPSD 











Row Pl6 P17 
Number PTWA PTWB 
1 












14 .83 .83 
15 .42 .42 
16 .20 .20 
17 -28.10 -22.00 
18 
19 -19.30 -19.30 
20 
24 
25 -.60 -.so 
APPENDIX A, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
Pl8 P19 Pl() P20 







.83 .83 .83 • 72 
.42 .42 .42 
.20 • 20 .20 
-17 .10 -13.40 
-19~30 -19.30 
· -1.50 
























Row P16 Pl7 
Number PTWA PTWB 
26 
27 
28 7.40 7.40 















Cost (-) -13.11 -12. 73 
APPEND!).( A, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
. l 
Pl8 P19 PlO P20 
PTWC PTWD WPST SUDN 
- _ ..2.0, 
7.40 7.40 1. ia-- 4.69 
12.75 12.75 13.87 12.07 


















APPENDIX A, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
Row P26 P27 P28 P29 P31 P32 
Number PFGB PFGC PFGD FALL SWGA SWGB 
1 





7 1 1 1 1 1 
8 1 




13 .. 92 .92 · .• 92 
14 .89 .89 .89 .83 .83 
15 .10 .10 ,.10 .42 .42 
16 .20 .20 
17 ·-28.10 -22.00 
18 -19.70 -16.30 -12.20 
19 
20 -17 .30 .-17.30 . 17 .30 
24 









• 20 .20 
-17 .10 -13.40 






















APPENDIX A, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
R,ow P26 P27 P28 P29 P31 P32 
Number PFGB PFGC PFGD FALL SWGA SWGB 
26 
27 -.16 -.12 -.10 
28 6.48 6.48 6.48 7.40 7.40 




















-12.42 . -12.19 
P36 
SSWA 












APPENDIX A, . TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
Row P38 P39 P41 P42 P43 P44 
Number sswc SSWD PWTA PWTB PWTC PWTD 
1 
2 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 
4 
5 




10 1 1 
11 1 1 
12 
13 .· .92 .92 
14 .89 · .89 .83 .83 .83 .83 
15 .10 .• 10 , .42 .42 .42 • 42 
16 • 20 • 20 .20 .20 
17 -28.10 -22.00 -17 .10 -13.40 
. 18 -16.30 -12.20 
19 -19.30 -19. JO . -19.30 -19.30 
20 
24 





























APPENDIX A, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
Row P38 P39 P41 P42 P43 P44 
Number sswc SSWD PWTA PWTB PWTC ·PWTD 
26 
27 -.12 - .10 
28 6.48 6.48 7.40 7.40 7.40 7.40 




















7 .18: 6.48 
















APPENDIX A, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
Row P52 P53 P54 P55 P56 P57 
Number NPSD SUDN NPWA NPWB ·NPWC .NPWD 
l 
2 
.3 1 1 







11 1 1 
12 
13 .92 1.02 
14 .89 .72 .83 .83 ~83 .83 
15 .10 .42 .42 ~42 .42. 
16 .20 • 20 .20 .20 




24 . -1.50 



































APPENDIX A, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
Row P52 P53 P54 PSS P56 P57 
Number NPSD SUDN NPWA NPWB NPWC NPWD 
- 26 
27 -_.10 
28 . 6.48 4.69 7.40 7.40 7.40 7.40 



















- • 20 
7 .18 6.48 
















Row P64 P65 













13 .92 1.02 









APPENDIX A, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
P67 P68 P69 P70 


























Row P64 P65 
Number PSGD SUDN 
26 
27 -.10 
28 6.48 4.69 















Cost (-) -10.24 -4.38 
APPENDIX A, TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
P67 P68 P69 P70 P71 
BOCA BACA BSMR BSMA BSNT 
1.40 
-1 118.50 .. -1~.00s:/-::J;.;l:M>•OtL 
-1 40.08 63~17 . ·. 114.00 







































' '.. ~'l 
:. : : .. APfENDIK. ~·· TABLE~ •. IY; .. (CONTINUED) 




P75 ··. .. ·-P76 -
































Row . ·p74. P75 P76 
Numbe:r: HLB2 HLB3 HLB4 
. ······ ~. - _,; 
26 
27 
28 1.25 1.25 1.00 















Cost(-) -1.25 -1.25 -1.00 
APPENDIX.. A,, TABLE .IV .(CONTINUED) 
P84 PSS P86 P87 
12PC 12PC 12PC 12PC 
149 149 149 149 
-130 -130 -130· -130 
-19 -19 -19 -19 
















Row P92 P93 P94 
Number 35PC 35PC 35PC. 
1 52 
2 52 
3 52 · 
4 



















APPENDIX. A,, TABLE IV: (CONTINUED) 
P9'5 P96 P9~ P98 · P99 























APPENDIX A,. TABLE ~IV ;(CONTINUED) 
Row p92·-~ - P93 -.- · -- - P94 - - P95 -- --- P96 P97 - - P98 





30 149 149 - 149 149 
31 
32 





38 ~s2 -52 -52 -52 .1 
39 
40 :~ii~~ 41: 
42 ~-/"'#.~. 
Ret;urn.or 


























Row Pl04 P105 P106 














13 1.27 1.27 1.27 
14 1.23 1.23 1.23 
15 · .15 .15 .15 







... APP:ENDll. A,. TABLE. .I:V.;'(CONTINUED) 
Pl07 ~ Pl09 :e110 .~ Plll 





1.27, 1.27 1.27 1.27 
1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23 
.15 .15 .15 · .15 














Row· .. P104 P105 P106 
Number 2DP· 2DP 2DP 
26 
27 
28 9.54 9.54 9.54 
29 22 .. 92 22.92 22.92 
30 
31 
32 1 1 1 
33 
34 -2:.75 -2.25 -1..85 






41' 1 l 1 
42 
Return or 
Cost.(-) -37.94 -37 .39 · -36.95 
APPENDIX. A, ... TABLE. IV (CONTINUED) .. 
Pl07 Pl09 PllO !'_lll 
2DP- 3DP 3DP 3DP 
9.54 9~54 9.54 9A54 
22. 92 · 22. 92 . 22.92 22.92 
1 
1 1 1 
-1.00 -2.75 -2.25 -1.85 · 
-1.90 · -1. 90. -1.90 -1.90 
1 l 1 1 
-36.02 -37.94 -37 .39 · -36.95 



















Row - ·p125 P126 Pl27 · 























APPENDIX. A,_ ... TABLE.- :tV.. (CONTINUED). 
Pl~O · P131 Pl32 P133. 

















Row ,. ,, P125· . .. .. Pl26 Pl27 



















Cost (-) · 1.75 1.32 .53 
APPENDIX. A~, .TABLE. LV .. (CONTINUED) 
Pl30 . P131 · ··P132 P133 
COT .COT COT COT 








... : .APPENDIX: B 
. DESCRIPTION. -OF CROP .AND :L.lVES'IOCK 
ENTERPRISES. INCLUDED .:IN THE LINEAR I . .. . . . • i 
. -, .. - . PRO.GR1:\,MMING TA,BLEAUS 
98 
· .. A!'PENDDC:~ · I. TABLE · I 
... . 'f,,, . 
DESCRIPTION OF CROP ACTIVITIES FOR NORTHWEST ·· OKLAHOMA 
Item Activity Unit Yield on Land Classes Production Practice Number Lb L Ld c 
Wheat P4, PS, P6, P12 Bu. 21.-0 18.0, 14.0-':~: /,'!'.;Bll·'seeded, .. grazed 
Pl3, Pl4, P23, 30-15-0 fertilizer 
P24, P25, P29, 
P30, P31, P38, 
P39, P40 
Grain,Sorghum . P9, PlO; Pll, Cwt. 14.56 11.20 8.40 Spring planted, stubble 
Pl9, P20; .P21, pasture, 30~1s~o 
P26, P27,. P28,. fertilizer. 
P35, P36; .. P37., . 
. . P43, P44 , P45 
SmalLGrain P7, P16, .. Pl7; Aillf 2.0 2.0 2.0 Fall,seeded, .grazed out.by 
'Pasture. P34, P42., P69 .May 15, 30-15-0 fertilizer 
Sudan Pasture PS·, P18, P33, AUM 1.8 1.8 1.8 Spring planted, gr.a.zed outt 
P41, P70 30-15-0 fertilizer. 
Conservation P71, .P72, .P73, Acre 0 0 0 Minimum.practices necessary 
Fallow P74, P75, P76 to meet institutiona,l 
requirements 










APPENDIX B;,:. TABLE ·II·· 
DESCRIPTIOl"[ OF. CROP ACTIVITIES FOR SOUTHWEST .. OKLA.ROMA. 
- .. - '-.- .. ~ ,, 
· ·· Activity 
. Number Unit 
P4, PS, P6, P7, Bu. 
P16, Pl7, Pl8, 
P19,.P31, P32, 
P33, P34.,. P41, 
P42, P43,. P44; 
. P54; PSS,: P56, 
P67 
Pll, P12, P13, Cwt. 
P14, P25, P26, 
P27, P28, P36, 
P37, P38, P39, 
P49, PSO, P51, 
P52, P61, P62, 
P63, P64 
P23, P24, P48, AUMa 
P60 
P15, P20, P53, AUM 
P65, P85 
Yield on Land.Classes 
L L· L 
a b .c_. 
28.1 22.0 17.1 
21.8 19.7 16.3 
2.6 2.6 2.6 







Fall seeded, grazed, 
16-20-0 fertilizer 
Spring planted, stubble 
pasture, 16- 20-0 
fertilizer 
Fall seeded, grazed out by 
May 15, 16-20-0 fertilizer 
Spring planted, handled as 
native pasture, 16 ... 20-0 
:fertilizer 









APPENDIX B, - TABl,E IL {CONTINUED) 
Activity 
Number 
P21, P29, Pl34, 
P135, Pl36, 
Pl37 
P99, PlOO, PlOl, 
P102, Pl04, Pl05, 
Pl06, Pl07, Pl09, 




Yield on Land Classes 
L ~ L L.d a c 
0 0 0 0 




sary to meet institu-
tional requirements 
Custom harvest, custom 
hoeing with three dif-
ferent diversion levels; 





















APPENDIX B, TABLE III 




Cow - Calf 
AUM' s Per Cow 
13.8 
Ration 
Range, small grain. pasture 
Stocker Steer, Buy-Sell Activities 
Sell Date 
March 1 















AUM' s per 
Steer .. Ration 
2.4 Small grain pasture, forage 
with cottonseed cake 
3.8 Small grain pasture, 
forage with cottonseed 
cake 
6.7 Roughed through winter on 
range, cottonseed cake 
6.7 Grain sorghum stubble 




APPEND:qt B, TABLE IV 
CROP A.WD LIVESTOCK ACTIVITIES FOR NORTHWEST 
OKLAHOMA BENCHMARK FARM 
Livestock Activities 
103 
Description Income Per Unit 
Stocker Steer, Buy October 15, Sell March 1 
Stocker Steer, Buy October 15, Sell May 15 
Stocker Steer on Range, Buy October 15, Sell October 15 
Stocker Steer on Sorghum Stubble, Buy October 15, 
Sell October 15 








Unit Yield Per Unit 
Description Unit Dollars Grain Bu. AUMS 
Winter Pasture Acre 9.11 2.0 
Wheat Class Lb Land Acre 12.65 21 .6 
Wheat Class LC Land Acre 12.45 18 .5 
Wheat Class Ld Land Acre 12.25 14 .4 
Sudan Pasture Acre 11.30 1.8 
Conservation Fallow Acre 2.00 
Grain Sorghutn 
Class Lb Land Acre 12.73 14.56 Cwt. .2 
Grain Sorghum 
Class Lc Land Acre 12.13 11.20 Cwt. .2 
Grain Sorghum 
Class Ld Land Acre 11.88 8.40 Cwt. .2 
APPENDIX B, TABLE V 
CROP AND LIVESTOCK ACTIVITIES FOR SOUTHWEST 
OKLAHOMA BENCHMARK FARM 
Livestock Activities 
104 
Description Income Per Unit 
Stocker Steer, Buy October 15, Sell March 1 
Stocker Steer, Buy October 15, Sell May 15 
Stocker Steer on Range, Buy October 15, Sell October 15 
Stocker Steer on Sorghum Stubble, Buy October 15, 
Se 11 October 15 








Unit Yield Per Unit 
Description Unit Dollars Grain Bu. AUMS 
Winter Pasture Acre 7.55 2.6 
Wheat La Land Acre 13.11 28.1 .6 
Wheat Lb Land Acre 12.73 22.0 .• 5 
Wheat Lc·Land Acre 12.42 17 .1 .4 
Wheat Ld Land Acre 12.19 13.4 .3 
Sudan Pasture Acre 4.38 1.5 
Conservation Fallow Acre 2 .• 00 
Grain Sorghum La Acre 10.94 21.8 cwt. .2 
Grain Sorghum 1b Acre 10.81 19~7 cwt. .16 
Grain Sorghum L Acre 
. c 
10.54 16.3 cwt • .12 
Grain Sorghum Ld Acre 10.24 12.2 Cwt •. ,, .10 
Cotton La Acre 37.94 2.25 Cwt. 
Cotton 1b Acre 37.39 2.25 cwt. 
Cotton L Acre 
c 
36.95 1.85 Cwt. 
Cotton Ld Acre 36.02 1.00 Cwt. 
---
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE BUDGETS FOR 
CROP AND LIVESTOCK 
ENTERPRISES 
105 
APPENDIX C, TABLE I 
ESTIMATED PER UNIT PRODUCTION REQUIRE:MENTS AND INCO:ME FOR 
PRODUCING GOOD FEEDER CATTLE;, FALL BUY ~ OCTOBER 15; 
WINTER RATION OF SMALL GRAIN PASTURE WITH FORAGE 
SORGHUM AND COTTONSEED CAKE WHILE OFF SMALL 
GRAIN; SOLD-OFF SMALL GRAIN MARCH 1. l . 
Item Unit Axnount Price 
Capital Reguirements 
Investment Capital dol. . 105. 39 
Operating Capital dol. 4.03 
Total Capital dol. 109.42 
Annual Capital dol. 40.08 
Production ' .. v 
Feeder cwt. 6.00 22.12 
Less one percent death loss 
Inputs 
Calf cwt. 4.50 23.42 
Native range AUM .so 
Small grain grazing AUM 2.40 
Forage sorghum ton .33 7.60 
c.s.c. (1.S1fo day) cwt. • 24 3.80 
Vet and Medicine dol. 1.25 
Salt lbs. 6.50 .01 
Hauling and marketing cost cwt. 10.50 .40 
Property tax dol. 48.00 .037 

















1Harry H. Hall, et. al., Resource Requirements, .costs, and Expected 
Returns; .Alternative Crop and Livestock Enterprises; Oklahoma Panhandle, 
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Processed Series P-459, 
(Stillwater, 1963), Table 21, p. 30. 
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APPENDIX C, TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Total 
Item Unit Amount Price Value 
Total Specified Costs 118.51 
Returns to Land, Fixed Capital, 
Labor Management and Risk 12.88 
Labor hr. 2.76 1.25 3.45 
Returns to Land Fixed Capital, 
Management and Risk 9.43 
Labor Requirements 
(Man Hr./ Animal) 
Jan • Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July 
• 45 .45 • 72 .00 .00 .00 .oo 
Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov • Dec. Total 
.oo .oo • 54 .30 .30 2.76 
APPENDIX C, TABLE II 
ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS AND RETURNS PER ACRE FOR PRODUCING 








Machinery operating cost 
Machinery ownership cost 
Total preharvest cost 
Combining 
Hauling 
Total harvest cost 
Annual Interest on 
Capital 
Total Specified Costs 
Total Specified Cos~ Less 
Interest on Capital 
Returns to Land, Labor, 
Risk and Management 
Labor 
Returns to Land, Risk, and 






























Total Labor Requirements by Periods (hrs.) 
·Jan-Apr May-July Aug-Sept Oct-Dec Total 
.oo .39 .45 .30 1.14 
Annual Capital Requirements (dol.) 
Operating Capital • 7.31 
































1Larry J. Connor, Roy E. Hatch and Odell L. Walker, Alternative Crop 
Enterprises~ 12!!! ~ Sandy Soils of Northwest Oklahoma: Resource 
Requirements, Costs and Returns, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station 
:Processed Series P-552 (Stillwater, 1966), Table 1. 
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